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ABSTRACT
TRUNK AND RESPIRATORY MOTOR CONTROL IN TYPICALLY
DEVELOPING CHILDREN AND ITS IMPLICATION IN CHILDREN
WITH SPINAL CORD INJURY
Goutam Singh
February 2 2017

Independent sitting is a major milestone and is also a prerequisite for
optimal performance of activities of daily living (ADLs). Development of sitting
posture control is a dynamic process involving control of degrees of freedom of
head and trunk. Traditionally, trunk has been modeled as a single unit (segment).
However, recent studies have suggested that it is made up multiple spinal units,
controlled by a combination of trunk muscles. During typical development,
posture control of trunk is different for different trunk segments. This motor
development of trunk control is a complex process due to constant interaction
between the nervous system and environment. Any interruption in the normal
processes would further complicate it, affecting the typical development of the
child.
Poor trunk control and respiratory complications are characteristic
features among children, adolescents, and adults with neuromuscular disorders.
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Pediatric spinal cord injuries (SCIs) also pose a unique challenge compared to
SCI in adults because of the continuous physical and cognitive development.
Children with SCI exhibit deficits in trunk motor control, which impair their ability
to sit or ambulate. These motor deficits can lead to compensatory changes in
other segments of the body, which cause further deviations from typical postures.
Trunk muscles have the dual function of supporting both, breathing and trunk
posture. Therefore, in children with SCI, impairment of posture control will also
affect respiratory functions. Depending on level and severity of injury, can
potentially lead to severe respiratory insufficiency. Symptoms of respiratory
insufficiency are highly correlated with the level and severity of spinal lesions.
Injury at higher cervical and thoracic cord levels causes paresis and paralysis of
most of the respiratory muscles, which increase the workload of breathing. As a
result, respiratory complications are the leading cause of death among children
with SCI. Therefore, impairment of posture control following SCI also affects
respiratory functions.
Lack of appropriate tools to evaluate trunk motor control following SCI
restricts the ability to understand its development and therefore it is a challenge
to design treatments and strategies to slow down or prevent the progress of longterm effects of SCI in children. In this dissertation, we studied the postural control
using a Segmental Assessment Trunk Control (SATCo) test and respiratory
motor control using Respiratory Motor Control Assessment (RMCA) protocol in
typically developing (TD) children and compared their results to age-matched
children with SCI.
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Chapter I describes the background information about the trunk and
respiratory motor control and how the injury to spinal cord impacts these motor
functions. Chapter II illustrates the specific aims and hypothesis of this
dissertation. Methods and protocols used to measure trunk and respiratory motor
control in both, TD children and children with SCI are described in chapter III.
Chapter IV and V describes the development of trunk and respiratory motor
control in TD children.
Chapter VI and VII includes assessment of trunk and respiratory motor
control in children with SCI, respectively. Chapter VIII describes the scientific
findings and conclusions of this study including recommendations for future
studies in this area.
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&+$37(5,INTRODUCTION
Pediatric spinal cord injuries pose a unique challenge compared to SCI in
adults because of the continuous physical and cognitive development (Powell &
Davidson, 2015). Motor development is a complex process due to constant
interaction between the nervous system and environment (Schmidt, 2011). Any
interruption in the normal processes would further complicate it, affecting the
typical development of the child. SCI results in loss or impairment of functions,
which further leads to reduced mobility and sensation. Independent sitting is a
major development milestone and prerequisite for optimal performance of ADLs.
Compare to standing and walking, sitting posture takes the relatively larger base
of support, but it still requires adequate posture control of the trunk and head.
During typical development, posture control of trunk is different for different
segments of trunk (Curtis et al., 2015; Rachwani et al., 2013; Sandra L.
Saavedra, 2012).
SCI at the cervical or thoracic level causes impaired trunk control due to
paresis or paralysis or spasticity of major trunk muscles, hence, inability to sit
without support (Bjerkefors, Carpenter, Cresswell, & Thorstensson, 2009; Bolin,
Bodin, & Kreuter, 2000; Potten, Seelen, Drukker, Reulen, & Drost, 1999)
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Muscles of the trunk have the dual function of maintaining trunk posture
and respiration (Paul W. Hodges & Gandevia, 2000; P. W. Hodges, Gurfinkel,
Brumagne, Smith, & Cordo, 2002). Therefore, motor dysfunction of trunk muscles
after SCI also will affect respiratory functions, with over activation of available
accessory muscles of breathing to compensate for paralysis of primary
respiratory muscles (A. Ovechkin, Vitaz, de Paleville, Aslan, & McKay, 2010;
Terson de Paleville & Lorenz, 2015). The higher cervical injury leads to paralysis
of most of the intercostal, rectus abdominals, and external oblique muscles.
These muscles play an active role during coughing and forced expiratory
maneuvers to clear the airways. Respiratory complications like pneumonia and,
atelectasis are the leading causes of death among adults and children with SCI
due to inability to cough out secretions and clear airways (Shavelle, DeVivo,
Paculdo, Vogel, & Strauss, 2007; van den Berg, Castellote, de Pedro-Cuesta, &
Mahillo-Fernandez, 2010; van Silfhout et al., 2016).
Neuromuscular scoliosis is prevalent among children with SCI due to
weak or paralyzed trunk muscles and is strongly correlated with age at the time
of injury, younger children at a higher risk of developing scoliosis than older
children (Mulcahey et al., 2013; S. Parent, J. M. Mac-Thiong, M. Roy-Beaudry, J.
F. Sosa, & H. Labelle, 2011). Nearly all children who sustain SCI prior to skeletal
maturity develop neuromuscular scoliosis, which decreases mechanical
efficiency of the chest wall, further encumbering lung function (Lancourt, Dickson,
& Carter, 1981; Mayfield, Erkkila, & Winter, 1981; Mulcahey et al., 2013; Parent,
Dimar, Dekutoski, & Roy-Beaudry, 2010).
2

The International Standards for Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord
Injury (ISNCSCI) scale is used in clinics to measure the effect and severity of
SCI. However, trunk muscles are not included in the assessment (Allen et al.,
2009; Chafetz, Gaughan, Vogel, Betz, & Mulcahey, 2009; S. Parent, J.-M. MacThiong, M. Roy-Beaudry, J. F. Sosa, & H. Labelle, 2011). Various tests like the
Trunk Impairment Scale (TIS), Gross Motor Function Classification System
(GMFCS) have been used to measure trunk stability in children and adults.
However, independent sitting and standing by participants is a prerequisite for
these tests, because testing parameters require that participants be able to sit or
stand independently during data collection. Therefore, testing of trunk control in
children with low functional level i.e. those who have not achieved independent
sitting is limited (Saavedra & Woollacott, 2015).
Lack of tools to evaluate trunk motor control following SCI restricts the
ability to understand its development and therefore it’s challenging to design
treatment and strategies to slow down or prevent the progress of long-term
effects of SCI. Knowledge about typical development is a prerequisite for the
understanding of deviant development; therefore, one of the objectives of this
study is to evaluate trunk and respiratory motor control in TD children and
compare it to their age-matched children with SCI.
A new tool, the Segmental Assessment of Trunk Control (SATCo) is used
in clinics to assess trunk control on a segmental basis and used in TD children
who have not developed independent sitting and in children with neuromotor
disability (P. B. Butler, Saavedra, Sofranac, Jarvis, & Woollacott, 2010; Curtis et
3

al., 2015). Knowledge about typical development of trunk and respiratory motor
control would be of value and a prerequisite for the understanding of deviant
trunk development in children with SCI. Therefore, the objective of this study is to
evaluate trunk and respiratory motor control in TD children compare their data to
age-matched children with SCI.

Background
Motor Control
Motor control is defined as a motor task performed by the body using
specific mechanisms that regulate movement (Ting & McKay, 2007). Theories on
motor control have tried to explain these complex interactions of various muscles
in the body to produce goal-directed movements. Reflex theory of motor control
proposed by Sherrington in the late 1900s explained the complexity of motor
control by means of reflexes (Sherrington, 1947). According to reflex theory,
complex motor behaviors of the human body are the results of a combination of
multiple reflexes. However, this theory failed to explain motor behavior that
occurs without the sensory stimulus and motor activities that are occurring too
rapidly to allow sensory feedback to influence the outcomes.
The hierarchical theory of motor control suggested a rigid top-down
process in which the CNS acts as a command center for all motor tasks. Within
the CNS, higher centers such as the motor cortex control or inhibit lower centers,
including the midbrain and the spinal cord, and thus dominate movements. In
other terms, higher centers are regulating lower centers. However, like some of
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the previous theories, the hierarchical theory fails to explain the reflexive nature
of some of the motor activities in the human body, which present with a bottomup control (Figure I.1) (Anne Shumway-cook, 2012; Kenyon & Blackinton, 2011).
Nashner et al, (1985) proposed a hypothesis on the existence of a group
of fixed postural synergies, which provides a specific pattern of muscle
contraction in agonist and antagonistic muscles (Nashner LM, 1985). However,
later studies suggested that postural adjustments during locomotion could vary
depending on biomechanical constraints too. In other terms, postural synergies
are not fixed; rather there is a flexible organization within the CNS (Hirschfeld &
Forssberg, 1991, 1992). Higher centers responsible for postural control select the
appropriate postural adjustments based on biomechanical constraints and
underlying motor activity. This selection of postural adjustments could be
explained during locomotion where specific postural adjustment are made during
walking while different adjustments are made when standing with upper limbs
supported (Hirschfeld & Forssberg, 1991, 1992). Similarly, postural adjustments
would shift from ankle strategy to hip strategy as the length of support surface
reduces from under the feet during standing (Horak, Nashner, & Diener, 1990).
The CNS forms an internal representation of the body by receiving
appropriate afferent information. During standing, this afferent information also
includes alignment /orientation of the body in the vertical position and maintains
the center of gravity within the base of support (J. Massion, 1992; Mittelstaedt,
1964; Mittelstaedt & Fricke, 1988). However, during locomotion, this internal
representation is challenged and updated continuously by a feed forward model
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though interaction with efferent signals associated with locomotion. The intact
somatosensory (multimodal sensory inflow) system is a prerequisite for selection
of proper postural adjustment and formation of the internal representation of the
body (Hirschfield and Forssberg 1991). Loss of somatosensory input from lower
limbs prevents subjects from inducing the ankle strategy when perturbed, but
they can activate hip strategies to compensate for that loss. Similarly, subjects
with vestibular impairment can activate the ankle strategy, but not the hip
strategy (H. Forssberg & Hirschfeld, 1994). Much of the studies on trunk motor
control have been performed in the standing position.

6

Figure I:I: Emergence of trunk control.
(Adapted from Motor Control (p. 157), by Anne Shumway Cook and Marjorie H.
Woollacott, 2017, Philadelphia, PA: 2017 Wolters Kluwer Health. Adapted with
permission)
Movement/control emerges through the interaction of individual, the task, and the
environment. Development of trunk control requires and varies with the task and
environment. According to this system, control of movement not only involves the
nervous system, but also the contribution of the musculoskeletal system, as well
as the force of gravity (Anne Shumway-cook, 2012).
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Recent work on postural control has suggested two key strategies used by
the CNS to produce task-specific movements. A first strategy is a cephaliccaudal approach, involving visual, vestibular and neck muscles to stabilize the
head in space and the second strategy, a caudal-cephalic approach, involving
touch receptors, pressure receptors and feedback from trunk and extremity
muscles. The caudal–cephalic approach is necessary to fix or stabilize a portion
of the body that will provide a base of support to allow movement at a different
portion of the body (Saavedra & Woollacott, 2015).
Trunk control is an integral part of the postural control. Trunk control
provides stability for both sitting and standing (walking) postural control. It
provides a stable base of support for movements of upper and lower extremities.
Development of sitting trunk control is a prerequisite for reaching movements.
Sitting trunk control is maintained by the continuous complex interaction of trunk
muscles. Muscles of the proximal segments provide stability to distal segments to
produce a movement like reaching, grasping and lifting (Massion, 1998).
However, these studies have not addressed the segmental development
(cervical, thoracic and lumbar) of posture within the spinal column, i.e. cervical,
thoracic and lumbar (Seevedra, 2010).
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Emergence of Independent Sitting
As a part of typical development, as infants begin to sit independently,
they must learn to balance the background sway of both, head and trunk. This
balancing act requires coordination of sensory and motor information from head
and trunk segments (Anne Shumway-cook, 2012). Emergence of independent
sitting requires continuous coordination of multiple trunk muscles to balance the
position of head and trunk during static and reactive states, and maintaining
balance during anticipated movements.
The ability to balance head and trunk during steady states occurs at
approximately 6 to 8 months of age (Butterworth & Cicchetti, 1978). Harbourne
and Stergius (2003) applied a nonlinear analysis technique to examine posture
control during various stages of the development of independent sitting using
center of pressure (COP) measurement. Center of pressure is defined as the
point where the total sum of a pressure field acts on a body, causing a force to
act through that point. They analyzed the COP measurement across three stages
of sitting development: Stage 1 included infants with ability hold up head when
supported at the trunk (4 to 5.5 months), stage 2 had infants who were able to sit
independently for brief periods (10-30s), but not safe to be left in sitting position
(5 to 6.5 months), and stage 3, where child sits independently with no risk of fall,
but have not started moving in and out of sitting position (6-8 months)
The found that there is a high dimensionality and complexity at stage 1
sitting that decreases as infant progress to stage 2 sitting. This indicates a
reduction in the degrees of freedom of the body, as they start to acquire new
9

skills. They also reported that dimensionality increases from stage 2 to stage 3
sitting, suggesting an increase in degrees of freedom of head and trunk as
infants increase their flexibility in maintaining posture control over the base of
support (Anne Shumway-cook, 2012; Harbourne & Stergiou, 2003). The results
from this study indicated that development of sitting postural control in a dynamic
process where in infant gradually learns to control the degrees of freedom of
head and trunk through three different stages of development of sitting control.
Assessment of sitting trunk control (posture) was of particular interest
for this study because of many reasons: the majority of children with SCI are
unable to stand independently, they spend most of their day in this position and
developmentally, sitting is attained before standing (MB, 1943). Traditionally,
development of posture control in children has been associated with predictable
motor behavior, known as “motor milestones.” Major milestones include crawling
(2 months), sitting (6-7 months), creeping (8-10 months), pull to stand (9-10
months), independent stance (12-13 months), and walking (14-18 months) (Anne
Shumway-cook, 2012).
Development is a complex process, involving new skills being learned
through continuous interaction with the environment and at the same time
dealing with musculoskeletal changes associated with development. Woollacot
(1989) described this complex interaction between the neural and the
musculoskeletal system as a framework, which includes: 1. Changes in the
musculoskeletal system, including the development of muscle strength and
changes in relative mass of the different segments; 2. Development of
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neuromuscular response synergies used in maintaining balance; 3. Development
of somatosensory, visual and vestibular systems; 4. Development of sensory
strategies to organize these multiple inputs; 5. Development of internal
representations important in the mapping of perception to action; 6. Development
of adaptive and anticipatory mechanisms that allow children to modify the way
they sense and move for posture control (Anne Shumway-cook, 2012).
Heinz Prechtl (1986) studied the development of spontaneous head
control in neonates by using sEMG signals from neck muscles and
simultaneously videotaped their responses. They hypothesized that neonates
had poor neck control due to lack of muscle strength to stand against gravity.
However, they found no organized patterns of muscle activities and suggested
that neonates lack the ability to control their neck not only due to lack of muscle
strength but also due to lack of coordinated muscle activities. Other studies have
focused on the development of muscle synergies during reactive trunk control
(following external perturbations) and muscle synergies during anticipatory
balance (reaching movements) (Hedberg, Carlberg, Forssberg, & Algra, 2005;
Hedberg, Forssberg, & Hadders-Algra, 2004). These studies suggested that
infants as young as 1 month could generate direction specific postural
adjustment in the neck and the trunk muscles during external perturbation. This
direction specific activation of muscles is the first level of control, i.e. the level
responsible for generating muscle synergies. However, these muscle synergies
or adjustments were uncoordinated (Hedberg et al., 2005; Hedberg et al., 2004;
M. Woollacott, Debu, & Mowatt, 1987). Three months is considered to be the age
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of functional transition, because, at this age, infants start to show spontaneous
motor behavior related to postural activities. The presence of the direction
specific synergies among neonates suggests that postural adjustment is innate
and is present before independent sitting is achieved (Hedberg et al., 2005).
Infants between the ages of 5 to 7 months responded with more consistent
activation of muscle synergies along with increased tonic activation of agonist
and antagonist muscle groups (Hedberg, Schmitz, Forssberg, & Hadders-Algra,
2007; M. Woollacott et al., 1987). After the age of 8 months, infants start to
generate more appropriate adjustment patterns as observed in adults (HaddersAlgra, 2000; M. Woollacott et al., 1987).
The majority of these studies assessed trunk as a single segment, but
the trunk is made up of multiple spinal subunits, controlled by different muscles at
different levels. In addition, the positions of trunk testing were not standardized in
these studies; trunk was allowed to collapse during the test and support was
provided to infants who could not maintain sitting position (Bertenthal & Von
Hofsten, 1998; Van der Fits, Otten, Klip, Van Eykern, & Hadders-Algra, 1999; M.
Woollacott et al., 1987). Therefore, the trunk was studied as a whole (single unit)
instead of segmental assessments and compensatory movements were
acceptable during these tests.
Recent study on the acquisition of trunk control by Saavedra and
Woollacott investigated spinal segmental contribution to the development of
upright trunk control during typical development of sitting balance (Saavedra &
Woollacott, 2015). They collected longitudinal sEMG and trunk kinematics data
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from a group of 8 TD infants with age range between 3 to 9 months. The
segmental contribution of trunk control was assessed at 4 (axilla, midribs, waist,
and hips) different levels with pelvic straps used to maintain vertical alignment.
An external device was used to support and block any movement at and below
the level of support, but allowing full range of motion to the segment above it.
They found that trunk control (sitting) develops in a top-down manner, i.e. the
cervical control develops first followed by thoracic and lumbar segments. They
suggested that trunk control (sitting) in infants develops in four different stages.
The first stage is when infants show no control at all, followed by an attempt to
initiate the movement (sitting upright), partial control with large sway (wobble),
and functional control with minimum sway (adult-like pattern) (Anne Shumwaycook, 2012; Saavedra & Woollacott, 2015). However, the mechanisms of
development of posture control remain an unanswered question.
All the studies mentioned above have examined the sitting posture control
in children till they attain independent sitting, standing or walking, but there is a
lack of information about how posture control develops further with development
after achieving these major milestones. This missing piece is crucial in
understanding and comparing the atypical sitting trunk control in children with
neuromuscular diseases. According to Woollacott et al, (Anne Shumway-cook,
2012) changes in the musculoskeletal system, which includes the development
of muscle strength and changes in relative mass of the different body segments,
influence the development of posture control due to continuous interaction with
environment and development of new skills.
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Poor trunk control is a characteristic feature among children,
adolescents, and adults with cerebral palsy, which results in difficulty in
performing ADLs, such as sitting and walking (Bigongiari et al., 2011; De GraafPeters V.B. & J.; M. H. Woollacott & Burtner, 1996). However, children with
neuromuscular diseases or SCI also exhibit similar impairment in trunk control
and are non-ambulatory. This impairment in the trunk may cause compensatory
movements in other segments of the body, which further cause deviation from
the typical pattern. Therefore, assessment of trunk control in TD children during
sitting could provide valuable information, which may help to understand the
impairment of trunk control in children with neuromuscular diseases.

14

Respiratory Motor Control in Typically Developing Children
Breathing is a critical behavior that regulates gas exchange to provide
support for metabolic demands, maintaining pH and regulation of body
temperature. At rest, breathing remains relatively unchanged, but sleep,
exercise, and posture can influence breathing significantly (Feldman & Del
Negro, 2006). Slow changes in breathing are associated with development,
diseases, pregnancy, and aging. Breathing is a primal homeostatic neural
process, responsible for maintaining normal levels of oxygen and carbon dioxide
in blood and tissues.
Respiratory movements (cycle of inspiration and expiration) are
continuous rhythmic movements, generated by neural structures located in the
brainstem (Levizky, 1995). The spontaneous cycles of inspiration and expiration
can be modified, influenced or altered by a number of mechanisms. These
mechanisms include reflexes in lungs, airway, and cardiovascular system;
receptors in cerebrospinal fluid, command from the hypothalamus, speech center
and other areas of the cortex. These mechanisms could, therefore, alter i.e.;
increase or decrease the activity of respiratory center to meet the increased
metabolic demands of the respiratory system (Levizky, 1995). The neural
structure responsible for cyclic respiratory movements is located in the
brainstem. This neural circuitry extends from the pons to lower medulla
oblongata.
The neural circuits/center that initiate breathing are located in the
reticular formation of the medulla (Smith, Abdala, Borgmann, Rybak, & Paton,
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2013; Smith, Abdala, Rybak, & Paton, 2009). Neural structures in the pons
consist of two centers; pneumotaxic and apneustic centers and neurons within
the medulla oblongata are divided into two groups, ventral respiratory group
(VRG) and dorsal respiratory group (DRG) (J. E. Butler, 2007; Levizky, 1995).
The apneustic center in the pons receives afferent information from the vagus
nerve to prevent apneusis, i.e. prolonged inspiratory efforts interrupted by
occasional expirations. The pneumotaxic center functions to modulate the activity
of apneustic center in the pons. It plays a significant role in fine-tuning the
breathing pattern. The VRG on each side of medulla consists of VRG respiratory
neurons, which interact with neurons within VRG and pontine nuclei. Inspiratory
and expiratory neurons are interlinked within this area of the medulla.
The medullary center does not consist of a discrete “inspiratory or
expiratory center”. The DRG consist of inspiratory neurons located bilaterally in
the nucleus of the tractus solitarius (NTS). These neurons project to the
contralateral spinal cord. They serve as the prime initiators of the activity of
phrenic nerves. The phrenic nerve in turn supplies to the primary muscle of
inspiration- the diaphragm. The ninth (glossopharyngeal) and tenth (vagus)
cranial nerves send their afferent projection to the nucleus of the tractus
solitarius. These nerves carry information about arterial P02, PC02, and pH from
carotid and aortic chemoreceptors and systemic arterial blood pressure from
carotid and aortic baroreceptors (Levizky, 1995). The vagus nerve also carries
information from stretch receptors in lungs, which also influences control of
breathing. At the spinal respiratory motor neuron level, there is the integration of
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descending signals (influences) and local spinal reflexes that influence these
motor neurons. Descending inspiratory neurons excite external intercostal motor
neurons and simultaneously inhibit internal intercostal motor neurons by exciting
spinal inhibitory interneurons (Levizky, 1995).
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Figure I:II: Respiratory centers
Dorsal respiratory group (DRG) and ventral respiratory group (VRG) of neurons
are located in the medulla. Pontine respiratory group (PRG) contains two
centers, Pneumotaxic and Apneustic center. Inspiratory neurons from DRG
project primarily to the contralateral spinal cord and continue as phrenic nerves
and supplied diaphragm (College, 2013).
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VRG contains excitatory and inhibitory interneurons, which receives afferents
from nuclei of the solitary tract (NTS), pontine circuits, basal ganglion,
cerebellum, hypothalamus, and motor and sensory cortices (Pattinson, Governo,
et al., 2009; Pattinson, Mitsis, et al., 2009). VRG of neurons drives both, cranial
and spinal motor neurons. Cranial neurons innervate and control the muscles of
upper airways, whereas the spinal motor neurons transmit their output to phrenic,
intercostal and lumbar motor neurons, innervating diaphragm, thoracic and
abdominal muscles respectively (Levizky, 1995; Smith et al., 2013).

Respiratory Motor System
Respiratory muscles are primarily divided into two main groups, primary
muscle (Diaphragm/inspiratory), and accessory muscles of breathing (inspiratory
and expiratory). During eupneic breathing, only primary muscles are active.
Accessory muscles are recruited during increased respiratory drive, like exercise
and respiratory related diseases (Legrand, Schneider, Gevenois, & De Troyer,
2003; Ratnovsky, Elad, & Halpern, 2008).
The diaphragm is the primary muscle of inspiration and is innervated by
single phrenic nerve on each side of the spinal cord. The diaphragm is a domeshaped muscle with the centrally located tendon. The muscle fibers of diaphragm
span from the central tendon to either three lumbar vertebral bodies (crural
diaphragm) to the inner surface of lower six ribs (costal diaphragm) (Legrand et
al., 2003; Ratnovsky et al., 2008). Contraction of diaphragmatic fibers increases
the thoracic volume thereby allowing space for lungs to inflate. At the same time,
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it also increases the intra-abdominal pressure by displacing the abdominal
contents caudally.
Intercostal muscles are arranged in two thin layers over intercostal space.
Internal and external intercostal muscles are primary muscles of inspiration and
expiration, respectively. External intercostals are the outer and thicker layer of
intercostal muscles with its fibers oriented obliquely in the caudal ventral direction
from rib above to rib below. Contractions of the external intercostal muscles raise
and enlarge the rib cage. This action increases the anteroposterior diameter of
the chest wall. Internal intercostals form the inner layer of the intercostal muscles
with its fibers running in a caudal-dorsal direction from the rib above to rib below.
Contraction of internal intercostals causes depression of the rib cage in a manner
opposite to external intercostal (A. De Troyer, P. A. Kirkwood, & T. A. Wilson,
2005). The distribution of motor neurons innervating these muscles is similar.
The corresponding intercostal nerve innervates both muscles. The approximate
distribution is between T1-T11 (André De Troyer, Peter A. Kirkwood, & Theodore
A. Wilson, 2005; Lane, 2011; Ratnovsky et al., 2008). The abdominal wall is
formed by 4 muscles, rectus abdominis, external oblique, internal oblique and
transverse abdominis. These 4 muscles are expiratory muscles and are active
during active expiration like coughing, sneezing, exercise, speech and singing
and in pathological conditions like chronic bronchitis (Ratnovsky et al., 2008).
The rectus abdominis is the most ventral muscle and it runs caudally from
posterior aspect of the sternum, 5th, 6th and 7th costal cartilages to its insertion
into the pubic region. The lower thoracic nerves T5-T12 innervate rectus
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abdominis. External oblique is most superficial and originate from 5th to12th ribs,
covers the external intercostal muscles and inserts at iliac crest and linea alba
anteriorly. Lower six intercostal nerves innervate the external oblique muscle.
Internal oblique muscle runs just beneath external oblique. The muscle fibers
originate from inguinal ligament caudally and ascend to insert at linea alba and
ribs 10-12. The lower Intercostal, Iliohypogastric, and Ilioinguinal nerves supply
internal oblique muscle. Transverse abdominis is the innermost muscle of
abdominal wall. Fibers of transverse abdominis run circumferentially around the
abdominal viscera from the iliac crest, inguinal ligament, thoracolumbar fascia
and costal cartilages of 7th to 12th and insert into the xiphoid process, linea alba
and pubis. Thoracoabdominal, Subcostal, Iliohypogastric and Ilioinguinal nerves
innervate these abdominal (Jacek Cholewicki & VanVliet Iv, 2002). Contraction of
abdominal muscles compresses the abdominal contents against the relaxed
diaphragm, forcing it to move cranially into the thoracic cavity. They also help in
depressing the lower ribs to deflate the ribcage (Levizky, 1995; Ratnovsky et al.,
2008). Accessory muscles of breathing (inspiration) are not involved in eupneic
breathing but may be recruited during exercise, inspiratory phase of coughing or
sneezing or during pathological states (Mansel & Norman, 1990).
Sternocleidomastoid, scalene, upper trapezius and pectoralis major are
the accessory muscles of breathing. Sternocleidomastoid runs cranially from
anterior superior part of manubrium sternum to lateral aspect of the mastoid
process. It is innervated by XI cranial nerve (spinal accessory). Scalene muscles
are three paired muscles that have their origin from the transverse process of 2nd
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to 7th cervical vertebrae and insert at first two ribs. Contractions of these muscles
raise the sternum and first two ribs to increase the volume of the rib cage (André
De Troyer et al., 2005; A. De Troyer et al., 2005; Legrand et al., 2003).
Upper trapezius is one of the superficial muscles located at the upper
back. It originates from the spinous process of C7, external occipital
protuberance and nuchal ligament of first cervical vertebra and inserts posterior
border of the lateral third of the clavicle. Spinal accessory nerve (CN -XI)
innervates the upper trapezius. Contraction of this muscle elevates both
scapulae and is active during forced inspiration tasks (American Thoracic
Society/European Respiratory, 2002; Gray, 1918).
Pectoralis major muscle is innervated by cervical 7th and 8th nerve roots
and also by 1st thoracic nerve root (Brachial Plexus). It originates from two
different ends, clavicular and sternal end. Clavicular end arises from the anterior
surface of the sternal half of clavicle and sternal end originates from the anterior
surface of sternum and superior 6 costal cartilages. From the site of origin, it runs
upward and laterally to insert into the crest if the greater tubercle of the humerus.
C5, C6, C7, C8 and T1 nerve roots innervate the muscle. Contraction Pectoralis
major can raise 2nd to 6th ribs and it active during forced expiratory maneuvers in
people with neuromuscular disorders (De Troyer, Estenne, & Heilporn, 1986;
Gray, 1918).
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Figure I:III: Respiratory muscles and the spinal levels that innervate them.
Sternocleidomastoid, scalene, trapezius and abdominal muscles are accessory
muscles of breathing. The diaphragm is the primary muscle used for inspiration
(Elsevier, Michael, et al)
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Spinal Cord Injury
SCI is damage to the spinal cord that results in loss or impairment of
functions resulting in reduced mobility and sensations. Depending on the severity
of the injury, individual will present with both, loss of motor and sensory functions
below the level of injury. The higher cervical injury would result in loss of both,
upper and lower limb functions including trunk control, resulting in an inability to
walk or sit independently. There are about 170,000 new adult traumatic SCI
cases in U.S. each year, a cumulative incidence of 54 per million populations
(NSCISC, 2016). SCIs occurrence is children is uncommon, but it can result in
devastating psychological and physiological consequences (S. Parent et al.,
2011; Schottler, Vogel, & Sturm, 2012). The impact of injury at a young age is
much greater due to relatively longer life span and interruption of normal
development (Schottler et al., 2012).
The etiology of SCI among children is different compared to adults, like lap
belt and birth injuries. However, motor vehicle accidents are the leading cause of
injury in children. Childhood and adolescent traumatic SCI comprise an estimate
of just fewer than 10% of all new SCI cases, but it poses an enormous cost to the
family due to the lifelong need for rehabilitation. Young children who sustain SCI
are more likely to have complete injury or paraplegia compared to adults or
adolescent who sustain SCI. Children who get injured at an early age are at high
risk for secondary complications like, neuromuscular scoliosis and hip dysplasia
(Schottler et al., 2012).
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Scoliosis is a three-dimensional deformity of the vertebral column that
develops in nearly all children injured prior to skeletal maturity (Lancourt et al.,
1981; Mayfield et al., 1981; Parent et al., 2010). The functional impairments after
SCI are variable and depend on the severity of the injury (Powell & Davidson,
2015; Schottler et al., 2012). People with motor incomplete SCI are more
functional than people with motor complete SCI (A. V. Ovechkin, Vitaz, Terson
de Paleville, & McKay, 2013). International Standards examination tests used to
classify SCI has two components, i.e. motor and sensory. International
Standards for the Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord Injury (ISNCSCI)
scale is developed by American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) is the most
widely used scale to determine the severity of the SCI (Kirshblum et al., 2011).
ISNSCI scale classifies the injury as cervical (C1-8), thoracic (T1-12), lumbar
(L1-5) or sacral (S1-5) and myotomes and dermatomes are tested for motor and
sensory examination, respectively. ASIA impairment scale is used to grade
degrees of impairment. It assigns grades ranging from A, B, C, D and E based on
the preservation of sensory and motor function below the level of injury
(Kirshblum et al., 2011). However, ISNCSCI scale does not examine the motor
function of the entire (muscles). This is a limitation in terms of measuring
recovery following SCI. Therefore, an appropriate test should be used to evaluate
trunk muscles in people with SCI as they play an important role in recovery
following SCI.
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Development of Trunk Motor Control in Children after SCI
The primary goal of rehabilitation for people with SCI is to regain
maximum function of upper extremities and to prevent secondary complications.
A major proportion of children and adults with SCI perform most of their ADLs
(tasks) in seated position. Postural control responsible for independent sitting is a
critical part of functional independence in ADLs. However, sitting balance in SCI
population is impaired due to the sensorimotor deficit (Potten et al., 1999) and
control of trunk muscles become critical because they provide necessary trunk
stabilization during sitting. An appropriate postural adjustment is needed to
execute a skilled movement and to maintain posture balance during
displacement of the body segments. This displacement could be a due force
generated internally or exerted by the environment (Potten et al., 1999).
The majority of the research in past have suggested that any voluntary
motor activity requires a postural basis, which in turn leads to appropriate
postural adjustment during the movement. However, most of these studies
examined muscle patterns among individuals who were neurologically intact
(Frank & Earl, 1990; Ghez, Hening, & Gordon, 1991; Horak et al., 1990; Jean
Massion, 1992). Due to paralysis of the majority of trunk muscles, people with
SCI develop new patterns of postural control using the intact sensorimotor
system.
Previous studies have indicated that people with higher thoracic SCI
compensate for the loss of postural muscle activity by activating non-postural
muscles. In patients with high thoracic SCI, latissimus dorsi, pectoralis major and
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trapezius muscle activation during sitting increases in order to compensate for
the loss of erector spine (ES) muscle (Potten et al., 1999; Seelen, JanssenPotten, & Adam, 2001). Although development of alternate postural muscle
synergies has been reported in patients with SCI, but these new postural
synergies do not fully compensate for the loss of the balance control. Smaller
shift in their COP in sitting compared to healthy individuals. In patients with high
thoracic SCI, paralysis of trunk muscle is accompanied by impaired
somatosensory system, which inevitably leads to impairments in feedback and
feedforward control loops necessary for maintain postural control (Jean Massion,
1992; Seelen et al., 2001).
The rehabilitation strategies for patients with SCI are to regain as much
function and control of the upper extremities as possible, to enable them to
perform ADLs in sitting position. In this context, muscle of trunk becomes critical,
since they provide necessary trunk stabilization (Bjerkefors et al., 2009).Because
of the important role of independent sitting in functional independence in ADLs,
and its predictive value in the recovery of motor functions following neurological
injury, understanding changes in sitting posture control after SCI in developing
children is of priority.
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Respiratory Motor Control in Children with SCI
Pathologies of lung and heart are the primary cause of respiratory
disorders (Fishburn, Marino, & Ditunno, 1990). However, disruption in normal
neural regulation of breathing can also have a significant impact on respiratory
system (De Vivo, Stuart Krause, & Lammertse, 1999). Spontaneous ventilation is
driven by the respiratory center located in the brain stem and is finely regulated
by respiratory muscle performance in response to the respiratory load as
described in the section above (Fauroux & Khirani, 2014).
In non-injured adults, muscles of respiration compensate proportionately
to the respiratory load. However, in patients suffering from neuromuscular
diseases like SCI, ventilation is compromised, as respiratory muscles are unable
to fully overcome the resistance associated with respiration (Brown, DiMarco,
Hoit, & Garshick, 2006). In children, neuromuscular diseases can hamper normal
development of the trunk and respiratory muscles and can potentially lead to
severe respiratory insufficiency. Understandably, respiratory complications are
the leading cause of death among children with SCI (NSCISC, 2016; Parent et
al., 2010; Schottler et al., 2012).
Symptoms of respiratory insufficiency are highly correlated with level and
severity of spinal lesion. Injury at higher cervical and thoracic cord levels cause
paralysis of muscles of respiration (Brown et al., 2006), which directly increase
the workload of breathing. The degree of pulmonary dysfunction after SCI
depends on level of injury; with higher cervical injuries causing more damage to
respiratory pump than injury at lower thoracic levels (Mansel & Norman, 1990;
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Roth et al., 1997; Warren, Awad, & Alilain, 2014). In case of complete high
cervical injuries (C1-C3), majority of the muscles involved in breathing are
completely paralyzed and patients with such type of injury suffer from acute
respiratory failure and eventually become completely dependent of mechanical
ventilation (Zimmer, Nantwi, & Goshgarian, 2008). Injury at mid cervical level
(C3-C5) may spare some fibers of diaphragmatic innervation and accessory
muscles of inspiration, but patients present with respiratory muscle weakness
(inspiratory) and/or fatigue (Lemons & Wagner, 1994; Mansel & Norman, 1990;
Schmitt, Midha, & McKenzie, 1991).
Patients with complete C6-C8 injury have intact innervation to diaphragm
and accessory muscles of inspiration. Therefore, inspiration is not limited, but
they have difficulty in forced expiration maneuvers like coughing and sneezing
due to paralysis of intercostal and abdominal muscles. Patients may use
pectoralis major as a compensatory medium to facilitate expiration. However,
these patients are still at risk of developing respiratory complications due to
muscle fatigue at lower resistance to inspiration compared to non-injured
subjects (De Troyer, Estenne, & Heilporn, 1986; Estenne, Knoop,
Vanvaerenbergh, Heilporn, & De Troyer, 1989; Gross, Grassino, Ross, &
Macklem, 1979). Therefore, any respiratory infection could lead to respiratory
fatigue and predispose them for respiratory failure. SCI at thoracic level (T1-T11)
will paralyze most of the intercostal and abdominal muscles. This leads to
increased abdominal wall compliance, which can compromise the ventilatory
capacity and also cause an abnormal rib cage movement associated with
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breathing (Warren et al., 2014). This abnormal movement of rib cage leads to the
lower rib cage getting sucked in during inspiration and is called paradoxical
breathing (De Troyer, Estenne, & Vincken, 1986). Paradoxical breathing
decreases the tidal volume and causes an increase in residual volume followed
by decreased alveolar ventilation (oxygen availability). Therefore, lower lung
volumes and decreased availability of oxygen leads to chronic respiratory muscle
fatigue because of increased metabolic demand of breathing at rest (De Troyer,
Estenne, & Vincken, 1986; De Troyer & Heilporn, 1980; Estenne & De Troyer,
1986). However, injury in children occurring at early ages can result in more
severe consequences than similar injuries in adults.
The rib cage in children lacks mechanical efficiency, as it is more circular
than elliptical like in adults. This circular shape is due to the attachment of ribs to
vertebral column at right angle, which limits the extension/expansion of ribs
during inspiration with less tidal volume (Hershenson, Stark, & Mead, 1989;
Openshaw, Edwards, & Helms, 1984). Higher compliance of the chest wall
relative to lung compliance is an inherent characteristic of newborn mammals,
which predispose them to have lower functional residual volume. Due to growth
and development, there is a progressive increase in the bulk of respiratory
muscles, changes in fiber type composition, fiber size and oxidative capacity of
diaphragm muscle. In addition, children have less fatigue resistant Type-I fibers,
but high proposition of Type-IIc fatigue susceptible fibers. Therefore, their
muscles are prone to earlier fatigue upon movement than adults (American
Thoracic Society/European Respiratory, 2002).
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SCI during this development stage could further limit the normal
physiological changes that are needed for optimal respiratory functions.
Furthermore, weakness or paralysis of expiratory and abdominal muscles result
in retention of mucus due to ineffective or weak coughing (Schilero, Spungen,
Bauman, Radulovic, & Lesser, 2009; Terson de Paleville & Lorenz, 2015; Vinit &
Kastner, 2009). Mucus retention is the main cause of pulmonary complications
like atelectasis and pneumonia in children and adults with SCI (Claxton, Wong,
Chung, & Fehlings, 1998; Estenne & Gorini, 1992; Fishburn et al., 1990; Jackson
& Groomes, 1994; Schilero et al., 2009).
SCI-induced immobility and non-weight bearing further worsens their
symptoms. Nearly all children who sustain SCI prior to skeletal maturity develop
neuromuscular scoliosis, which decreases mechanical efficiency of the chest wall
further encumbering lung functions (Mulcahey et al., 2013; Zaba, 2002, 2003a,
2003b). As these children continue to develop and attain maturity, there occur
dynamic changes in their musculoskeletal system simultaneously affecting lung
volumes and static mouth pressures. In children, strength of respiratory muscles
is a function of their age (S. H. Wilson, Cooke, Edwards, & Spiro, 1984).
Considering these factors, children with SCI are particularly at high risk for
developing respiratory complications and it is crucial that these patients are
evaluated for respiratory function as early and as frequently as possible.
Currently, pulmonary function testing (spirometry), maximum expiratory
pressure (PEmax) and maximum inspiratory pressure (PImax) are used as
important tools to diagnose, assess and manage respiratory diseases, both in
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adults and children. However, assessments using these tools fail to provide
information about underlying neural drive to the respiratory motor system (A.
Ovechkin et al., 2010; Terson de Paleville & Lorenz, 2015). Unfortunately, there
is profound lack of knowledge about development of respiratory motor control in
neurologically intact children. Correlation of respiratory motor control with the
development of the CNS is also largely unidentified. These gaps in our
knowledge about development of neural control act as a barrier to treat SCIinduced respiratory insufficiency in developing children.
In adults, research has been conducted to evaluate respiratory muscle
activation by using respiratory motor control assessment protocol (S. C. Aslan,
M. K. Chopra, W. B. McKay, R. J. Folz, & A. V. Ovechkin, 2013; Leung et al.,
2012; A. Ovechkin et al., 2010; Terson de Paleville & Lorenz, 2015).
In the absence of similar research conducted in children, neurologically
intact or not and acknowledging the significance of neural control in development
of respiratory motor system, first aim of this study is to evaluate respiratory
neural drive in neurologically intact, TD children by using standard pulmonary
function testing in a multi-muscle surface electromyography model and second
aim is to evaluate these functions in children with SCI and compare their results
to TD children.
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&+$37(5,,HYPOTHESIS AND SPECI),&$,06
To understand the mechanisms behind atypical/abnormal trunk motor
control in children with SCI we needed a trunk control model similar to that used
in TD children. Due to significant musculoskeletal changes (height, weight,
muscle girth) associated with age, we decided to form two experimental groups
of TD children: i.e. preschool (3-5 years) and school-age (6-13 years). The
overall goal of this dissertation is to investigate the impact of age on trunk and
respiratory motor control outcomes and to understand the underlying
mechanisms of abnormal trunk and respiratory motor control in children with SCI.
Our first Specific Aim was to establish normative, age-dependent (3-13
years) neurophysiological trunk motor control outcome measures in
neurologically intact, healthy children. We hypothesized that the
neurophysiological characteristics of trunk motor control depend upon age: - i.e.
older children (6-13 years) would demonstrate higher sEMG amplitude than
children in younger age group (3-5 years).
Our second Specific Aim was to establish normative, age-dependent (313 years) neurophysiological respiratory motor control outcome measure in TD
children. We hypothesized that children in older age group produce higher lung
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volumes and airway pressures associated with higher sEMG amplitude than
children in the younger group.
By understanding about the development of trunk and respiratory motor
control in TD children, our final Specific Aim was to compare this trunk and
respiratory motor control outcomes in TD children to age-matched, children with
SCI. We hypothesized that neurophysiological characteristics of trunk and
respiratory motor control outcomes in children with SCI depend on the current
age and neurological level and severity of SCI i.e. children with SCI would
demonstrate lower sEMG amplitude when compared to age-matched TD
children. Also, children with higher levels of SCI would produce lower sEMG
amplitude (trunk and respiratory motor outcomes measures) when compared to
children with lower levels of SCI.
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&+$37(5,,,METHODS AND MATERIAL
Inclusion Criteria
Inclusion criteria for TD group included as follows: age between 3 to 13
years; stable medical condition; no known neurological or musculoskeletal
disease/abnormalities, able to follow age-appropriate instructions. Inclusion
criteria for children with SCI were as follow: SCI participants were between 3 to
13 years of age; stable medical condition; no painful musculoskeletal
dysfunction, no;-unhealed fractures; no pressure sores or urinary tract infections
that might interfere with testing; non-progressive SCI classified by American
Spinal Injury Association Impairment Scale (AIS) or other non-progressive
neurological conditions as outlined above; not ventilator dependent and absence
of cardiovascular or pulmonary diseases, endocrine disorders, or other major
medical illness contraindicated for respiratory testing.
Exclusion criteria for TD children and children in SCI group were as follow:
unstable medical condition; upper respiratory tract infection in past two weeks;
acute or chronic respiratory diseases; any major systemic diseases like cardiac
or renal problems, ventilator dependent; and other medical illness
contraindicated for respiratory tests.
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Recruitment
Children with SCI were recruited from Frazier Rehabilitation Institute,
Louisville, Kentucky. Once a parent/legal guardian expressed interest in having
their child participate in this study, their information was added to the secure
database. The research team utilizes the Human Locomotion Research Center’s
potential volunteer database (UofL Study# 06.0647). Volunteers were invited to
the Frazier Rehab Institute to meet Dr. Andrea Behrman and her research team.
The study was approved by the IRB at the University of Louisville (IRB#15.0585).
The experimental assessment procedures were explained to volunteers and the
consent was obtained. All participants were encouraged to read the informed
consent guidelines given by Dr. Behrman/research staff and to discuss it with
their physician, family, and friends, before agreeing to enter the study.
Flyers describing the study were also provided to families upon entry into
routine care and contact information of study personnel provided for parents to
call or contact if they were interested in learning more about the study.
Additionally, flyers for non-injured healthy children were posted in different
buildings of University of Louisville campuses at Belknap and Health Science
centers to search for potential research volunteers based on eligibility criteria.
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Participants
A total of 16 TD children (9 F & 7 M) participated in the study with 5
children in the preschool group and 11 children in school age group. There was a
total of 14 children with SCI who participated in this study, with 8 in the preschool
group and 6 in school age group. The mean age of children in TD and SCI group
were 7 (7±2, Mean±SD) and 5 (5±2) years, respectively. Demographics of TD
and SCI participants are shown in Table I.I and Table I.II respectively.
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Table I-I: Demographics of Typically Developing Children
Subject ID

Age (years)

Gender

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

N149

3

F

89

17

N133

4

M

98

17

N150

4

M

114

20

N130

5

F

114

27

N134

5

M

106

17

N126

6

M

101

17

N145

6

F

114

27

N110

7

F

122

27

N127

8

F

124

23

N148

8

F

157

75

N147

9

F

144

37

N146

10

F

137

51

N144

10

F

129

33

N108

11

M

145

27

N128

11

M

147

36

N109

12

M

160

44

125±20

30±15

Mean ± SD

7±2

9F&7M
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Table I-II: Demographics of Children with SCI
Subject ID

Age
(years)

Gender

Height
(cm)

Weight
(kg)

Injury
Level

Time Since Injury
(Months)

P12

3

M

91

11

L1-2

15

P3

4

M

97

14

T2

50

P7

4

F

114

20

C5

30

P8

4

F

112

28

C5

58

P15

4

F

104

16

T12

12

P9

5

F

114

23

T2

11

P14

5

M

101

15

NC

28

P16

5

M

109

19

T12

17

P13

6

M

118

21

T3

7

P4

6

F

101

24

C8

73

P6

7

M

124

24

T8

41

P1

9

M

148

31

T1

69

P10

9

M

141

30

C5

113

P5

10

F

137

32

C5

129

Mean ± SD

5±2

6F&8M

115±16

22±6

39

NA

46±36

Equipment
Custom written acquisition software (National Instruments, Austin, TX)
was used to acquire sEMG signals. We used MA300-XVI 16-channel sEMG
system (16 full bandwidths, a ground electrode, Motion Lab Systems, Inc., Baton
Rouge, LA) with preamplifier electrodes placed directly onto skin surface located
above the muscles belly in the direction of muscle fibers. For the measurement of
FVC and FEV1, a CPFS/D USB spirometer and Breeze Suite System (MGC
Diagnostics, St. Paul, MN) with birthday candles as incentive was used.
Spirometer was connected to a mouthpiece. Breeze software calculated the
percent-predicted values of FVC and FEV1for both TD and children with SCI,
based on their height, weight, gender, ethnicity, and age (Beydon et al., 2007;
Eigen et al., 2001; Miller et al., 2005; A. Ovechkin et al., 2010).
Airway pressures (PEmax and PImax) were measured by using MP45; lowpressure transducer system (Validyne Engineering, Northridge, CA) which was
connected to a T-piece monitoring circuit. T-piece consisted of a mouthpiece,
which was used by participants to breathe in and out and a one-way valve hat
offered resistance to expiration during PEmax and to inspiration during PImax
measurements. There was a small leakage of 1.5mm in diameter to prevent
activation of buccal muscles and glottis closure during the event (A. Ovechkin et
al., 2010).
During postural testing, children sat on a custom-made bench with
adjustable height and the back support surface. The backrest was used only
during respiratory assessment and was taken off during postural testing.
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Clinical assessment
Parents or legal guardians of children signed the Informed consent
following approval from the institutional review board. Children above the age of
seven years signed assent forms. Fourteen children with chronic SCI were
recruited from physical therapy unit at Frazier Rehabilitation Center,
Louisville. Sixteen TD or neurologically intact children who had no history of any
respiratory or cardiovascular dysfunction were assessed for normative agematched data. Children with SCI were classified using the American Spinal Injury
Association Impairment Scale (AIS) table 1.2. However, some children were too
young to have a conclusive AIS score. All SCI children were undergoing
locomotor training at Frazier Rehabilitation Center. Participant’s demographics
are shown in table III.1

Posture Motor Control Assessment
There are about 19 different tests to measure trunk control, seated
posture control and functional abilities for children with motor impairments (Field
& Livingstone, 2013). However, independent sitting or standing by participants is
a prerequisite for these tests and require that participants be able to sit or stand
during data collection.
For this study, we used Segmental Assessment of Trunk Control test
(SATCo). This test is used in clinics to assess sitting trunk control on a
segmental basis for TD children, children who have not developed independent
sitting and for children with cerebral palsy. SATCo is a reliable and valid measure
of trunk control in TD children or children with neuromuscular disabilities (P. B.
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Butler et al., 2010). The test has been used in pediatric clinics to measure
precise control of sitting balance at various levels of support (P. B. Butler et al.,
2010; MB, 1943; Rachwani et al., 2013; Sandra L. Saavedra, 2012).
For SATCo measurement, trunk control is examined with therapist
progressively changes the level of support from top at shoulder girdle and axilla
to assess cervical (head) control, inferior scapula (mid-thoracic control), lower
ribs (lower thoracic control), below ribs (upper lumbar control), pelvis (lower
lumbar control) and no support, to measure full trunk control (Figure 4-I &II). The
test measures three aspects of trunk control, static (stationary) control, active
(anticipatory) and reactive (external perturbation) (P. B. Butler et al., 2010).
During static control testing, the participant was asked to look straight in front
while maintaining an upright posture for at least 5 seconds. Therapist counted
the numbers from 1 to 5 to let the participant know when to stop or rest. Static
scores are given if the participant can maintain neutral trunk posture above the
level of support for at least 5 seconds.
During active control testing, the participant was given two targets, one on
each side, left and right. Instructions were given to maintain the upright posture
and turn head to the right to look at the target, come back to the middle and turn
head to look at the target on left and come back to the middle. Active control is
scored if the participant can maintain an upright posture during head movements.
During reactive control, the external perturbation is provided in all four directions
(front, back, right and left) using two fingers. In addition, the point of perturbation
remains horizontal for all the levels of trunk control. Reactive controlled is scored
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if the participant can maintain the trunk position in neutral after external
perturbation (P. B. Butler et al., 2010; Saavedra & Woollacott, 2015).
We used a pressure sensor mounted on two fingers to perturb the
participant in all four directions. The sensor was connected to Labview
acquisition computer, which helped us to know the exact time of impact on child’s
body. The SATCo test scores all three controls with remarks as either present,
absent or not tested (NT). As the level of support is lowered from full support at
the shoulder to no support at all, the stability of trunk is challenged progressively.
Therefore, participant’s ability to maintain an upright posture and quickly come
back to regain that trunk stability is tested progressively for static, active and
reactive control.
Accurate scoring of the test depends on various factors: 1. Adequate
alignment and extension of the trunk by supporting therapist. 2. Note any
compensatory strategies used by the participant, especially trunk alignment and
hand placement. 3. Accurate hand placements by therapist i.e. accurately
determine the anatomical landmarks in participant’s immature skeletal structure
(adipose tissue, ribs not elongated at a young age). One of the advantages of
using SATCo is that it could be used to assess trunk control in children who have
developed sitting trunk control as well as in children who have not achieved any
level of sitting trunk control.
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Surface Electromyography
sEMG is the study of muscle function through the inquiry of the electrical
signal the muscle emanates (Basmajian Jv, 1985). In 1849, Du Bois Reymond
was first to record electrical activity produced by muscle during voluntary
contraction. Later in 1917, Pratt demonstrated that the amplitude of the energy
produced during muscle contraction was due to the recruitment of the individual
muscle fibers, and not due to the size of neural impulse (FH, 1917).
The CNS produces motor unit action potentials in the muscles. These
action potentials create electrical potential differences in the muscles. These
electrical potential differences can be measured using electromyography. Due to
continuous improvement in EMG recording instruments, researchers began to
use non-invasive surface EMG (sEMG).
The sEMG recording is a safe, non-invasive and easy method to record
the electrical activity of the underlying muscle. This electrical activity (potential
difference) provides an objective quantification of the muscle strength. The
electrical potential differences can be reported as EMG amplitude. EMG
amplitude is the sum of the electrical potential differences within a muscle
produced by the active motor units in the vicinity of the electrodes on the skin.
sEMG amplitude provides a global measure of overall motor activity during the
muscle action being performed or tested. The sEMG activity for each muscle is
calculated using a root mean square (RMS) algorithm (American Thoracic
Society/European Respiratory, 2002; Sherwood, Graves, & Priebe, 2000) which
produce a mean value in microvolts (µV) (Gary Kamen, 2010; Meekins, So, &
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Quan, 2008; Merletti, Rainoldi, & Farina, 2001). The amplitude is estimated using
RMS values, which coincide with a standard deviation of distribution (Merletti et
al., 2001).
sEMG is used in both clinical and research settings to study and diagnose
various neurological disorders. Data from sEMG could be used to assess the
extent and severity of the neurological injury. sEMG studies have shown to be
helpful to track recovery, the effectiveness of therapies, and plastic changes after
spinal cord injuries (Dietz, Colombo, Jensen, & Baumgartner, 1995; Gutierrez A,
2006; Harkema et al., 2011).
Researchers have suggested that there is a linear relationship between
airway pressure and sEMG output from respiratory muscles associated with that
airway pressure (Yokoba, Abe, Katagiri, Tomita, & Easton, 2003). Also, there is a
strong correlation between pulmonary function and neural activation of
respiratory muscles (Cerqueira & Garbellini, 1999; Fujiwara, Hara, & Chino,
1999; Nobre et al., 2007; Yokoba et al., 2003). However, not all respiratory
muscles show this linear relationship. Respiratory motor control assessment
(RMCA) protocol, which includes assessment of sEMG from major respiratory
muscles, is a valid method to quantitatively evaluate the respiratory motor
function in neurologically intact and people with SCI (Cerqueira & Garbellini,
1999; Fujiwara et al., 1999; Nobre et al., 2007; A. Ovechkin et al., 2010; Terson
de Paleville & Lorenz, 2015; Yokoba et al., 2003).
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Respiratory Motor Control Assessment
Pulmonary function testing is an important diagnostic tool used in the
management of respiratory diseases in adults and children (American Thoracic
Society/European Respiratory, 2002; Eigen et al., 2001; Levizky, 1995; Miller et
al., 2005; Nicot et al., 2006). Spirometry is frequently used in the pediatric
population, especially in children with muscle dystrophies, asthma, and
pulmonary fibrosis (Crenesse, Berlioz, Bourrier, & Albertini, 2001; França et al.,
2016; Kanengiser & Dozor, 1994; M.R. Miller, 2005; Vilozni, Barker, Jellouschek,
Heimann, & Blau, 2001).
During RMC assessment, spirometry and airway pressures were recorded
in sitting position with hip and knee flexed to 90 degrees. Participants were asked
to sit on a bench with back supported. We recorded sEMG from various
respiratory muscles while the participant performed pulmonary function testing.
Age appropriate instructions were given to participants during PFT. None of the
participants had any previous experiences of performing spirometry. Only one
examiner instructed all participants for PFT assessments and since all
participants learn differently, procedures were explained accordingly.
Before the event, examiner demonstrated the procedure using his own
mouthpiece. Each event was performed three times with one-minute rest period
between them. Poor attempts were excluded and we repeated them to get at
least three consistent good attempts. The sEMG from various respiratory
muscles were recorded during these events.
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Figure III:I : SATCo test
Segmental support provided at four different levels to test for Cervical, thoracic and upper Lumbar spinal segment.
A. Support is provided at shoulder girdle with pelvis maintained in neutral position by another therapist. B. Support
at Axilla level to test for cervical segmental control. C. Trunk supported at Inferior scapula level to test for lower
cervical control. D. Therapist provided support at over lower ribs level to test for the upper thoracic segment.
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Figure III:II : SATCo test
Segmental support provided at three different levels to test for thoracic and upper Lumbar spinal segment. E.
Support is provided at below ribs level with pelvis maintained in neutral position by another therapist. F. Support at
Pelvis only to test for lumbar segmental control. G. Trunk supported by the child to test the stability of entire trunk.

Spirometry
Measurement of lung function is important to understand respiratory
physiology and for clinical assessment. For the past fifteen years, American
Thoracic Society (ATS) and European Respiratory Society (ERS) have been
working in the area of pulmonary function testing to prove its usefulness in clinics
and as well as in research.
Spirometry is a physiological test that measures lung function by
measuring velocity and volume of air a person can breathe in and out of their
lungs in one breath. The primary measurement, in this case, is the volume of air.
Normally during inhalation, air moves freely through the trachea, bronchi, and
bronchioles and finally through smaller sacs called alveoli. Small blood vessels
called capillaries surrounds alveoli. Oxygen from the inhaled air diffused through
capillaries, while carbon dioxide from body diffuses out of capillaries and into
alveoli, which is then exhaled out during expiration. Diseases such as asthma,
pulmonary fibrosis and emphysema and neuromuscular diseases could affect the
amount of air breathed in or diffused through alveoli, thereby reducing the
amount of oxygen in the blood and finally leads to fatigue.
Spirometry is indicated to evaluate symptoms, signs, measure the effect of
disease on pulmonary function, pre-operative risk, assess prognosis or to assess
health status before beginning strenuous physical activity programs (Leung et al.,
2012; Miller et al., 2005).
Prior to testing, all children were measured for their height (inches) and
weight (lbs.). American Thoracic Society (ATS) guidelines were followed for
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standard spirometry measurements. Breeze suite system 2007 with incentive
computer games was used to measure forced vital capacity (FVC), forced
expiratory volume in one second (FEV1), FEV 0.75, FEV 0.5 AND peak
expiratory flow (PEF). All these values were expressed as a percentage of
predicted values for each child. Demographic information related to age, gender,
ethnicity, height and weight was added in the software to calculate their predicted
values. Testing was performed in a child-friendly environment with colorful
paintings and toys to play with while they were getting ready for the procedure.
Instructions were modified and demonstrated for each child (Eigen et al., 2001)
as follows:
1. Participants in this study were ranging from age 3 to 13 years therefore,
instructions were kept simple and age appropriate.
2. Adequate time was given to each participant to feel safe and get used to
the surroundings. Age appropriate toys, reading the material, movies etc.
were available to keep them entertained while sEMG electrodes were
placed.
3. First, the mouthpiece and nose clip were introduced to the participant and
then the procedure was explained by stating that they need to take a big
breath in and blow out as fast as possible and keep blowing as long as
they can.
4. The examiner demonstrated the procedure to each participant using a
separate mouthpiece and asked the participant to watch and follow.
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5. The participant was then asked to place the mouthpiece their mouth and
practice to breathe at tidal volume, and then take a big breath in, and blow
out as fast as possible. We used birthday candles as an incentive for
every child and they were encouraged to blow all the candles in one single
exhale (or to their maximum capacity) (Vilozni et al., 2001). Testing was
repeated until three acceptable spirograms were obtained or within the 15
minutes limit (Miller et al., 2005).
6. All participants were tested in sitting position with back supported and hip
and knee flexed to 90 degrees. The flow-volume curves were later further
analyzed by the examiner and were accepted or rejected based on ATS
criteria for pulmonary testing in children (Crenesse et al., 2001). The
highest values for FVC and FEV1 were included for statistical analysis.

Maximum Expiratory and Inspiratory Airway Pressure
Static mouth pressures, maximum inspiratory pressure (PImax) and
expiratory pressure (PEmax) measurements (in cmH2O) are used to estimate the
strength of respiratory muscles (Leung et al., 2012). We measured these airway
pressures while simultaneously recording sEMG signals from various respiratory
muscles. PImax and PEmax were recorded using differential pressure transducer
(MP45-36-871-350) UPC 2100 PC card from Validyne Engineering (Northridge,
CA). Both PImax and PEmax were performed in sitting upright position with hip and
knee joint flexed to 90 degrees.
PImax was recorded during maximum inspiratory effort at residual volume
and PEmax was recorded during maximum expiratory effort from near total
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pulmonary capacity (Kanengiser & Dozor, 1994). A three-way valve system with
a mouthpiece (Air life 001504) was used to record PImax and PEmax. Like
spirometry, instructions were modified and adequate time was given to make
sure children understood the procedure. Unlike spirometry, we used a cylindrical
mouthpiece with three circular ridges, which provided extra grip to avoid slipping
the mouthpiece out during the forceful expiratory effort.
During PEmax measurement, first, examiner demonstrated the procedure
using his own mouthpiece and once they understood the procedure, we asked
them to place the mouthpiece in his or her mouth and take big breath and blow
as hard as possible. Participants were encouraged to give their best effort. The
pressure meter (mouthpiece) had 1.5mm diameter leak to prevent glottis closure
and reduce the contribution from buccal muscle during airway pressure
measurement.
To measure PImax, after examiner demonstrated, participants were asked
to put the mouthpiece in mouth and breath out (empty all your chest) all air and
once you empty, take a deep breath in. A nose clip was used during both
measurements. The mouthpiece was connected to a pressure transducer
through a non-flexible tube. Participants were asked to maintain the pressure for
at least two seconds and the highest value of each maneuver was used for
statistical analysis. Testing was repeated until three similar attempts (within 10%
difference) were obtained (Tomalak, Pogorzelski, & Prusak, 2002) (Sevda C.
Aslan, Manpreet K. Chopra, William B. McKay, Rodney J. Folz, & Alexander V.
Ovechkin, 2013).
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Surface Electromyography
sEMG signals recorded during voluntary or involuntary movements
provide information about motor control of muscles involved during those
movements. This motor control is disrupted following SCI. Therefore, recording
sEMG signals from both affected and unaffected muscles will characterize the
impaired motor control after SCI (Lim et al., 2005; Sherwood, McKay, &
Dimitrijevic, 1996).
For this study, we recorded sEMG signals from the various trunk and
respiratory muscles while subjects performed specific voluntary trunk and
respiratory tasks were sitting (with assistance for SCI) on the bench with their hip
and knee joint flexed to 90 degrees.
Bipolar surface electrodes were used to record muscle activities from
upper trapezius (UT), pectoralis major (PEC), external intercostal (INT), rectus
abdominis (RA), external oblique (OB), thoracic paraspinal (PST) and lumbar
paraspinal (PSL) during trunk and respiratory motor assessment (PEmax & PImax).
Two ground electrodes, placed over shin of tibia were used as a reference point.
Before placing the electrodes, the skin area above the muscle belly was cleaned
by alcohol swabs and electrodes were secured by latex free and hypo allergic
weaved tape (BSN medical) (S. C. Aslan et al., 2013).
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Electrode Placements
We recorded sEMG signals from seven muscles bilaterally. Electrodes for
upper trapezius were placed just above the spine of scapulae at midclavicular
line. Pectoralis major muscle electrodes were placed at an upper portion of
pectoralis muscle at midclavicular line. External intercostal muscle electrodes
were placed in 6th intercostal space at the anterior axillary line. Electrode
placement for rectus abdominus was at the midclavicular and the umbilical line.
OB muscle electrodes were located at the maxillary line at umbilical level.
Paraspinal muscle (PST and PSL) electrodes were placed 2cm lateral to the
spinous process of T9-T10 and L4-L5 vertebrae, respectively. The two ground
electrodes were placed on the shin of tibia bilaterally.
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Statistical Analysis
All measurements (integrated sEMG, PEmax, PImax, FVC, FEV1, &
FEV1/FVC) were presented in mean and standard deviation. Both trunk and
respiratory motor control data were analyzed in R studio statistical software
(RStudio, 2012). Data in bar plots are represented as the mean ± SD. Criteria for
outliers were defined and excluded at 3 SD from mean (Iglewicz B, 1993).
Normality tests indicated that integrated sEMG data (trunk and respiratory)
was not normally distributed so, for each variable we assigned a log value and
applied a general linear mixed model (GLMM).
For our first and second hypothesis, to compare TD preschool and school
age children for trunk and respiratory motor outcomes (sEMG amplitude), GLMM
test was used to test age main effect. For our third and fourth hypothesis, to
compare trunk and respiratory variables between TD and children with SCI,
multiple GLMM tests were used due to many variables related to the injury that
could affect the functional outcomes in children with SCI. Therefore, children in
SCI group were further grouped based on the age (preschool vs. school-age)
and levels of SCI for both trunk motor control outcomes.
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&+$37(5,9TRUNK MOTOR CONTROL IN TYPICALLY
'(9(/23,1*CHILDREN
Introduction
Our first Specific Aim was to establish normative, age dependent
neurophysiological trunk motor control outcome measure in TD children. Studies
in the past have assessed trunk as a single segment, but the trunk is made up of
multiple spinal subunits, controlled by muscles at different levels. All the studies
mentioned above have examined the sitting posture control in children until they
attain independent sitting, standing or walking, but there is a lack of information
about how posture control develops further with development after achieving
these major milestones. Such missing information is crucial in understanding and
comparing the atypical trunk control (sitting) as observed in children with
neuromuscular diseases.
Poor trunk control is a characteristic feature among children, adolescent,
and adults with cerebral palsy, which results in difficulty in performing ADLs, such
as sitting and walking. However, children with neuromuscular diseases such as
SCI also exhibit similar impairment in trunk control, which results in an inability to
sit and non-ambulatory. This impairment in trunk control may cause
compensatory movements in other segments of the body, which cause further
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deviation from the typical pattern (control). Therefore, assessment of trunk
control in TD children in the seated position could provide valuable information,
which may help to understand the impairment of trunk control in children with
neuromuscular diseases.
Therefore, we studied changes in the trunk motor control within TD
children in association with age (Preschool vs School age). We hypothesized that
the neurophysiological characteristics of trunk motor control depend upon age: i.e. older children (6-13 years) would demonstrate higher sEMG amplitude than
children in younger age group (3-5 years).

Methods
Trunk control was assessed using SATCo test. Participants were tested in
seated position with hip and knee both at 90 degrees of flexion with feet on
ground and back unsupported. Simultaneously sEMG signals from various trunk
muscles (RA, OB, PST, and PSL) were recorded. Please refer to chapter III
(page 49).

Results
The sEMG amplitude of trunk muscles were significantly higher in the
preschool children compared to children in the school-age group (Figure IV.I).
We found significant differences in sEMG amplitude between the two groups for
all the different levels of SATCo test except, BRSC and NSSC levels. SSC
(p=.001), ASC (p=.002), ISSC (p=.01), OLRSC (p=.04), and PSC (p=.03) (Figure
IV.I) with increased trunk muscle activation in preschool children. However,
BRSC and NSSC levels were not significantly different between two groups
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(p=.09) (p=11) respectively. Significant differences between two groups were
found for RA (p=.002) and PST (p=.03) muscles activation with higher activation
in the preschool group (Figure IV.II-VIII).
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Figure IV I: Trunk muscle activation during SATCo test in TD children
Activation of the trunk muscles during the segmental assessment of trunk control
(SATCo) testing. Overall activation of the trunk muscles, rectus abdominous,
external oblique, thoracic paraspinal and lumbar paraspinal (microvolts) is plotted
against different levels of trunk support during SATCo testing. Significant
differences between preschool and school-age groups were found for shoulder
static control level (SSC) (p=.001), axilla static control (ASC) (p=.002), inferior
scapula static control (ISSC) (p=.01), over lower ribs static control (OLRSC)
(p=.04), and pelvis static control (PSC) (p=.03) with higher muscle activation in
preschool children. However, no significant differences were found between two
groups for below ribs (BRSC) (p=.09), and no support static control levels
(NSSC) (p=.11). The values are represented as a mean ± standard deviation.
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Figure IV:I: Trunk muscle activation during SSC in TD children
Electromyography amplitude from various trunk muscles calculated as the root
mean square (RMS) values in microvolts is plotted on the y-axis. RMS values of
rectus abdominis (RA), external oblique (OB), paraspinal at thoracic (PST) and
lumbar levels (PSL) calculated during testing at shoulder static control level of
segmental assessment of trunk control test (SATCo). Significant differences
between two groups were found for RA (p=.002) and PST (p=.03) muscles
activation, with higher activation in the preschool group compared to school-age
group. No significant differences were observed for OB (p=.10) and PSL (p=.32)
muscles activation between preschool and school-age group. The values are
represented as a mean ± standard deviation.
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Figure IV:II: Trunk muscle activation during ASC in TD children
Electromyography amplitude from various trunk muscles calculated as the root
mean square (RMS) values in microvolts is plotted on the y-axis. RMS values of
rectus abdominis (RA), external oblique (OB), paraspinal at thoracic (PST) and
lumbar levels (PSL) calculated during testing at Axilla static control level of
segmental assessment of trunk control test (SATCo). Significant differences
between two groups were found for RA (p=.006) and PST (p=.01) muscles
activation, with higher activation in the preschool children compared to children in
school-age group. OB (p=.18) and PSL (p=.11) muscles activation between
preschool and school-age groups were not significantly different. The values are
represented as a mean ± standard deviation.
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Figure IV:III: Trunk muscle activation during ISSC in TD children
Electromyography amplitude from various trunk muscles are plotted during trunk
control testing at Inferior scapula level (ISSC). The sEMG amplitude of rectus
abdominous (RA), external oblique (OB) and thoracic paraspinal muscles (PST)
was significantly higher muscle activation in the preschool group than children in
school–age group (p=.005), (p=.03), (p=.05) respectively. Lumbar paraspinal
muscle (PSL) activation was not significantly different between the two groups
(p=.61). The values are represented as a mean ± standard deviation.
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Figure IV:IV: Trunk muscle activation during OLRSC in TD children
Electromyography amplitude from various trunk muscles calculated as the root
mean square (RMS) values in microvolts is plotted on the y-axis. RMS values of
rectus abdominis (RA), external oblique (OB), paraspinal at thoracic (PST) and
lumbar levels (PSL) calculated during testing at over lower ribs level of
segmental assessment of trunk control test (SATCo). Children in the preschool
group showed significantly higher activation in RA (p=.006) and PST (p=.006)
muscles compared to children in school-age group. However, no significant
differences were found between two groups for OB (p=.09), and PSL (p=.96)
muscle activation. The values are represented as a mean ± standard deviation.
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Figure IV:V: Trunk muscle activation during BRSC in TD children
Electromyography amplitude from various trunk muscles calculated as the root
mean square (RMS) values in microvolts is plotted on the y-axis. RMS values of
rectus abdominis (RA), external oblique (OB), paraspinal at thoracic (PST) and
lumbar levels (PSL) calculated during testing at below ribs level of segmental
assessment of trunk control test (SATCo). No significant differences between the
two groups were observed for RA (p=.07), PST (p=.12), OB (p=.95) and PSL
(p=.74) muscles activation. The values are represented as a mean ± standard
deviation.
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Figure IV:VI: Trunk muscle activation during PSC in TD children
Electromyography amplitude from various trunk muscles calculated as the root
mean square (RMS) values in microvolts is plotted on the y-axis. RMS values of
rectus abdominis (RA), external oblique (OB), paraspinal at thoracic (PST) and
lumbar levels (PSL) calculated during testing with support at the pelvic level. No
significant differences were observed for RA (p=.36), PST (p=.08), OB (p=.40)
and PSL (p=.65) muscles activation. The values are represented as a mean ±
standard deviation.
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Figure IV:VII: Trunk muscle activation during NSSC in TD children
Electromyography amplitude from various trunk muscles calculated as the root
mean square (RMS) values in microvolts is plotted on the y-axis. RMS values of
rectus abdominis (RA), external oblique (OB), paraspinal at thoracic (PST) and
lumbar levels (PSL) calculated during testing with no support. Muscle activation
of RA (p=.02) was significantly higher in preschool children compared to children
in the school-age group. However, no significant differences were recorded for
PST (p=.27), OB (p=.19) and PSL (p=.41) muscle activation between the two
groups. The values are represented as a mean ± standard deviation.
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Discussion
The aim of our study was to establish normative, age-dependent (3-13
years) neurophysiological trunk motor control outcome measures in
neurologically intact healthy children. We first examined integrated sEMG signals
from different trunk muscles during trunk control assessment using SATCo test
between preschool and school-age children. We found that children in the
preschool group showed higher activation of trunk muscles for all the levels of
support (Figure IV.I). However, while comparing the sEMG measure, the overall
pattern of muscle activation showed a correlation between sEMG responses and
age, with younger children (preschool) exhibiting higher trunk muscle activity at
sitting upright position than children in older group (school-age).
Activation of the lower trunk muscles in both, preschool and school age
children indicates the muscle activation necessary to maintain spine stability in a
neutral position, suggesting that activation of the trunk muscles is critical in
providing mechanical stability to the spine during sitting upright position.
However, children in school-age group produced lower activation in trunk
muscles compared to children in preschool group with less variability and
minimal energy expenditure.
According to neuronal group selection theory, variation is motor behavior
is the principle property of normal development (Hadders-Algra, 2000, 2010).
During the development process, infants present with abundant variation in motor
behavior due to the availability of wide range of motor options. As development
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continues, more goal-directed movements then gradually replace this variation in
motor response for a specific task with reduced variability. Therefore, with
development, children start to use more efficient motor strategies with increased
control of movements when tested for a specific motor task. Similarly, in this
study, children in older age group produced more refined and efficient muscle
activations when tested for these specific motor tasks. We also reported high
variability in trunk muscle activation in preschool children, whereas children in
school-age group showed less variability in trunk muscle activation during
different SATCo level, suggesting children gradually learns to control the degrees
of freedom involved in head and trunk control during development as they start to
develop adults like patterns of muscle activation.
Our results are consistent with studies in adults, where they have
demonstrated similar patterns of activation of trunk muscles in the seated
position. Children in school age group showed consistently, adult like muscle
activation patterns with reduced agonist and antagonist contraction in seated
upright position (J. Cholewicki, Panjabi, & Khachatryan, 1997; McGill, Grenier,
Kavcic, & Cholewicki, 2003). In contrast to school age group, children in
preschool age group showed more variable motor responses with increased
activation of agonist and antagonist muscles (Figure IV.I-VIII). However, the
muscle (postural) response through different levels was consistent and organized
for all the different levels of support.
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Activation of trunk muscles is necessary for the maintaining an upright
sitting and standing posture. However, sensory information about the position
and movement of the body in space is also necessary for adequate posture
control. CNS receives and interprets the information from vision, vestibular, and
somatosensory receptors. Number of investigators have studied development of
sensory adaption in children and result of combined studies suggest that children
from 1.5 to 3 years old sway more than older children and adults with intact
vision, vestibular and somatosensory systems (Ferber-Viart, Ionescu, Morlet,
Froehlich, & Dubreuil, 2007; H Forssberg & Nashner, 1982; Foudriat, Di Fabio, &
Anderson, 1993). Therefore, sensory system plays an important role in posture
control. Younger children in our study might have less improved adaption to
sensory systems, which resulted in more variability (higher activation) in trunk
muscle activation than compared to children in older age group.
Significant differences in the activation of trunk muscles between
preschool and school age children address the question that, younger children
(preschool) are lacking organized patterns of muscle activity with greater
variability in their motor response compared to older children who use efficient
co-contraction of trunk muscles with reduced variability. This could be due to
gradual and efficient control of degrees of freedom of head and trunk by children
in older group. These results suggest that sitting posture control is a dynamic
process involving gradual control of degrees of freedom of head and trunk by
activation of appropriate co-contraction of trunk muscles.
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&+$37(59RESPIRATORY MOTOR CONTROL IN TYPICALLY
'(9(/23,1*CHILDREN

Introduction
Assessment of pulmonary function is not only a fundamental tool in
understanding the physiology of respiratory system, but also indispensable in the
clinic to diagnose and manage respiratory diseases (Beydon et al., 2007).
Routine testing of lung functions and respiratory muscle testing are
recommended in children with neuromuscular diseases (Fauroux, Quijano-Roy,
Desguerre, & Khirani, 2015). Current tools available to test respiratory functions
in TD children are not designed to provide a quantitative evaluation of respiratory
motor control. Standard measures like, Forced Vital Capacity (FVC), Forced
Expiratory Volume in 1s (FEV1), Maximal Expiratory Pressure (PEmax) and
Maximum Inspiratory Pressure (PImax) have been used to measure the strength
of respiratory muscles (Jain, Brown, Tun, Gagnon, & Garshick, 2006). However,
standard pulmonary testing does not evaluate the multi-muscle motor control by
the CNS.
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Evaluation of multi-muscle motor control using surface electromyography
can be used to measure the strength and diagnose any underlying
neuromuscular pathology (American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory,
2002; S. C. Aslan et al., 2013). However, this multi-muscle motor control
measurement along with standard pulmonary testing has not been tested in TD
children. Therefore, our aim is to establish normative, age-dependent (3-10
years) neurophysiological respiratory motor control outcomes in TD children
using this multi-muscle motor control model. We hypothesized that children in
older age group produce higher lung volumes and airway pressures associated
with higher sEMG amplitude than children in the younger group.

Methods
A total of 14 TD children completed the respiratory motor control testing
with 5 children in preschool and 9 children in the school-age group. The mean
age of children in preschool and the school-age group was 4 (4±.7) and 8 (8±2)
respectively. Demographics and respiratory measurements of children in
preschool and school age group are listed in table V. I and V.II, respectively.
First, children in both groups were asked to perform standard pulmonary function
testing (FVC, FEV1). After spirometry, subjects were tested for maximum
expiratory (PEmax) and inspiratory airway pressure (PImax) maneuvers while we
simultaneously recorded surface electromyography from upper trapezius,
pectoralis major, external intercostal, rectus abdominous, external oblique,
paraspinal at thoracic and lumbar region.
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Results
Pulmonary function outcomes were significantly lower in the preschool
children compared to children in the school age group: FVC, FEV1, PEmax and
PImax (Figure V.I-VI). Children in the school age group produced higher values of
FVC and FEV1 than children in the preschool group. There was a strong, positive
and linear (r >.90) relationship between FVC and age for both preschool and
school-age children. In addition, there was a strong, positive and linear (r >.80)
relationship between FEV1 and age for children in the school age group and
preschool group (Figure VI.1-2). However, no significant differences were found
between the two groups for respiratory muscle activation during PEmax and PImax
maneuvers (Figure V. VB & VIB).
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Table V-I: Preschool-Typically Developing Children for Respiratory Motor Control Assessment

Subject

Age

Gender

Height

Weight

PEmax

PImax

FVC

FEV1

(cm)

(Kgs)

(cmH20)

(cmH20)

(Liters)

(Liters)

FVC%P

FEV1%P

7ϯ

(ID)

(years)

N149

3

F

89

17

19

-18

0.63

0.57

482

212

N150

4

M

114

20

42

-24

0.77

0.71

95

103

N133

4

M

98

17

33

NA

0.84

0.84

64

69

N130

5

F

114

20

53

-45

1.4

1.3

126

122

N134

5

M

106

17

66

-44

1.2

1.1

126

126

Mean &SD

4±0.7

2F,3M

104±9

18±1

42±16

-32±11

0.9±0.2

0.9±0.2

178±153

126±47

Table V-II: School-age- Typically Developing Children for Respiratory Motor Control Assessment

Subject

Age

Gender

Height

Weight

PEmax

PImax

FVC

FEV1

(cm)

(Kgs)

(cmH20)

(cmH20)

(Liters)

(Liters)

FVC%P

FEV1%P

7ϰ

(ID)

(years)

N145

6

F

114

27

63

-41

1.1

1.1

90

97

N126

6

M

101

17

44

-68

1.2

1.1

159

153

N110

7

F

122

27

26

-56

1.4

1.3

72

80

N127

8

F

124

23

49

-34

1.6

1.4

100

100

N147

9

F

144

37

58

-52

2.5

2.2

103

107

N146

10

F

137

51

42

-35

1.9

1.7

97

103

N144

10

F

129

33

65

-64

2

1.9

108

110

N108

11

M

145

27

70

-57

2.5

1.2

98

54

N109

12

M

160

44

72

-44

2.9

2.2

92

81

Mean &SD

8±2

6F,3M

130±16

31±10

54±14

-50±11

1.9±0.5

1.5±0.4

102±22

98±25

Preschool

School-age

r= 0.92

Figure V:I: FVC in TD children
Correlation between Forced Vital Capacity (liters) and age (years) between
preschool and school-age groups. There is a strong, positive and linear
relationship between FVC and age for children in TD group (r=.92)

75

p=.001
r=.92
r=.92

Figure V:II: FVC in preschool and school-age children
Correlation between Forced Vital Capacity (liters) and age (years) between
preschool and school-age groups. A significant difference was observed between
the two groups (p=.0001). Children in school age group produced a greater
volume of air (FVC) than children in preschool age. There was a linear
relationship between FVC and age for children in both the preschool (r=.92) and
school age children (r=.92).
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Preschool

School-age

r= 0.80

Figure V:III: FEV1 in TD children
Correlation between Forced Vital Capacity (liters) and age (years) between
preschool and school-age groups. There was a strong, positive and linear
relationship between FVC and age for children in TD group (r=.80)
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p=.001
r=.65
r=.94

Figure V:IV: FEV1 in preschool and school-age children
Correlation between Forced Expiratory Volume in one second (liters) and age
(years) between preschool and school-age groups. A significant difference was
observed between the two groups (p=.0001). Children in school age group
produced a greater volume of air in one second (FEV1) than children in preschool
age. There was a strong linear relationship between FEV1 and age for both
children in the school age group (r=.65) and children in the preschool group
(r=.94).
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A

B

7ϵ

Figure V:V: PEmax and muscle activation in TD
A. Maximum expiratory airway pressure (PEmax) between preschool and school-age groups. Children in preschool
group produced significantly lower (p=.0001) PEmax airway pressure when compared to children in the school-age
group. B. Electromyography amplitude of respiratory muscles during the expiratory phase of PEmax between
preschool and school age groups. Upper trapezius (UT) muscle activity was significantly lower in (p=.04) preschool
group than the school-age group. No significant differences were observed for external intercostal (INT) (p=.42),

external oblique (OB) (p=.66), pectoralis major (PEC) (p=.21), lumbar paraspinal (PSL) (p=.56), thoracic paraspinal
(PST) (p=.99), and rectus abdominous (RA) (p=.63) muscle activation.

ϴϬ

A

B

8ϭ

Figure V:VI: PImax and muscle activation in TD
A. Maximum inspiratory airway pressure (PImax) between preschool and school-age groups. Children in school-age
group produced significantly higher (p=.0001) PImax airway pressure compared to children in the preschool group.
B. Electromyography amplitude of respiratory muscles during the inspiratory phase of PImax between preschool and
school age groups. No significant differences were observed for upper trapezius (UT) (p=.07), pectoralis major
(PEC) (p=.55), external intercostal (INT) (p=.43), paraspinal at thoracic level (PST) (p=.17), paraspinal at lumbar
level (PSL)(p=.23), rectus abdominis (RA) (p=.79) and external oblique (OB) (p=.35) muscles activation.

Discussion
For this part of the study, we measured FVC, FEV1, PEmax, PImax and
sEMG amplitude during PEmax and PImax maneuvers in TD children between the
ages of 3-13 years. We found that our results were consistent with our
hypothesis. Spirometry and airway pressure generation (PEmax & PImax) were
significantly higher among school-age children compared to children in preschool
group. However, sEMG amplitudes of various respiratory muscles for both, PEmax
& PImax did not show significant differences between the two groups. The mean
values of FVC and FEV1 in school-age children were 1.9±.6 and 1.5±.4 liters,
respectively.
Children in preschool age group had FVC and FEV1 mean values of
0.98±.3 and 0.90±.2 liters respectively. In the preschool group, the mean PEmax
and PImax values were 42±16 and -32±11 cm H2O, respectively. Whereas PEmax
and PImax values in school age groups were 54±14 and -50±11 cm H2O
respectively. Results of FVC, FEV1, PEmax and PImax demonstrate a positive
correlation between age and inspiratory, expiratory muscle strength as well as
ventilation; children in school-age group produced greater airway pressure and
FVC & FEV1 volumes.
Spirometry (FVC, FEV1) in clinics is used as a screening test to evaluate
symptoms or signs of restrictive or obstructive lung diseases. In the case of
respiratory disorders, it is used to assess prognosis or to monitor therapeutic
intervention (Miller et al., 2005).
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Higher values of FVC, FEV1, PEmax and PImax in school age children
represent the considerable growth and development of the respiratory system
that occurs, with associated changes in lung mechanics. During PEmax maneuver,
both external oblique and rectus abdominis muscles showed increased activation
in both groups. However, no significant differences in muscle activation were
observed between the two groups. Both these muscles play an important role in
raising the intra-abdominal pressure.
During forced expiratory maneuvers (PEmax & cough), the combined
contraction of abdominal muscles (external oblique, rectus abdominis), increase
intra-abdominal pressure by displacing diaphragm cranially. This action enables
the cranial movement of air in the lungs and results in efficient forced expiration
(Cresswell, GrundstrÖM, & Thorstensson, 1992; Ito et al., 2016). Upper trapezius
and intercostal (inspiratory) muscles activation was in both preschool and schoolage group during PImax maneuver. These muscles help to elevate the chest
cranially and laterally to the capacity of lungs (T. A. Wilson, Legrand, Gevenois,
& De Troyer, 2001).
Children in both groups produced increased activation in these muscles,
but no significant differences were reported. Therefore, due to intact innervation,
children in both groups activated of all the respiratory muscles needed during
these maneuvers. Children in both groups, preschool and school-age
demonstrated a significant relationship between age and FVC and FEV1. This
indicates a positive correlation between growth and pulmonary outcomes. These
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results are expected because of significant growth and development changes in
TD children.
Spirometry measurements are frequently used in older children but rarely
measured in preschool children due to the notion that they are unable to perform
a valid forced spirometer maneuver. This study also confirmed that valid
spirometry curves can be obtained in preschool children, suggesting its feasibility
in both, younger and older children.
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&+$37(59,TRUNK MOTOR CONTROL IN CHILDREN WITH SPINAL
&25'INJURY
,ntroduction
Injury to the spinal cord can lead to paralysis, paresis or spasticity of
muscles at and below the lesion site. A major proportion of children and adults
with SCI perform most of their ADLs in seated position. Independent sitting is a
major milestone and is also a prerequisite for optimal performance of ADLs.
Compare to standing and walking, sitting posture takes the relatively larger base
of support, but it still requires adequate posture control of the trunk and head.
During typical development, posture control of trunk is different for different trunk
segments (Curtis et al., 2015; Rachwani et al., 2013; Sandra L. Saavedra, 2012).
However, this balance while sitting is impaired in SCI subjects due to
sensorimotor deficits, which results in an inability to sit without support. This
impairment in the trunk may also cause compensatory movements in the other
segments of the body, which further cause deviation from typical pattern.
Neuromuscular scoliosis is a secondary complication in children with SCI
and it is strongly correlated with age at the time of injury with children at a higher
risk of developing scoliosis than adults (Mulcahey et al., 2013; S. Parent et al.,
2011). Neuromuscular scoliosis often includes pelvic obliquity and impaired trunk
control (Driscoll & Skinner, 2008). Current treatment strategies in SCI population
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allow for compensation for paralysis with braces and wheelchairs and with spinal
fusion in children injured prior to twelve years of age (Sharma et al., 2013).
These strategies neither restore the ability to sit upright nor resolve paralysis
(Mehta, Betz, Mulcahey, McDonald, & Vogel, 2004; S. Parent et al., 2011) .
Lack of appropriate tools to evaluate trunk motor control following SCI
restricts the ability to understand its development and therefore it’s a challenge to
design treatments and strategies to slow down or prevent the progress of longterm effects of SCI. International Standards for Neurological Classification of
Spinal Cord Injury (ISNCSCI) scale is used in clinics to measure the effect and
severity of SCI. However, trunk muscles are not included in the assessment
(Allen et al., 2009; Chafetz et al., 2009; Stefan Parent et al., 2011). Various tests
like the Trunk Impairment Scale (TIS), Gross Motor Function Classification
System (GMFCS) have been used to measure trunk stability in children and
adults. However, all these tests require that participants be able to sit or stand
independently during data collection. Therefore, testing of trunk control in
children with low functional level, i.e. those who have not achieved independent
sitting, is limited (Saavedra & Woollacott, 2015).
A new tool, the SATCo is used in clinics to assess trunk control on a
segmental basis and used in typically TD children who have not developed
independent sitting and in children with neuromotor disability (P. B. Butler et al.,
2010; Curtis et al., 2015).
Therefore, assessment of trunk control during sitting may help to
understand the impairment of trunk control in children with SCI. We hypothesized
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that children with SCI would produce lower activation of trunk muscles when
compared to age matched TD children during SATCo testing
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Methods
Trunk control was assessed using SATCo test. Participants were tested in
seated position with hip and knee both at 90 degrees of flexion with feet on
ground and back unsupported. Simultaneously sEMG signals from various trunk
muscles (RA, OB, PST, and PSL) were recorded. Refer to chapter III (page 49)
for more details.

Results
Trunk motor control outcome (sEMG amplitude) was not significantly
different between the TD children and children with SCI for all the different levels
of SATCo test. Only for over lower ribs static control (OLRSC) level, the sEMG
amplitude of trunk muscles was significantly lower in the preschool children with
SCI compared to TD children in same age group (Figure VI.1).
When compared individual SATCo levels, paraspinal at lumbar level (PSL)
muscle activation was significantly lower in school-age children with SCI
compared to TD school-age children at ASC level (Figure VI.III). Paraspinal
muscle at thoracic level (PST) muscle activation was significantly lower in
preschool children with SCI compared to TD preschool children at inferior
scapula static control level (ISSC) (Figure VI.IV).
Within SCI group, children with higher levels of SCI showed significantly
lower trunk muscle activation at shoulder static control and (SSC) and axilla
static control (ASC) levels compared to children with lower levels of SCI (Figure
VI.VI). However, rests of the levels were not significantly different. When
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compared for muscles of lumbar region (lower trunk), children with lower levels of
SCI showed significantly higher activation in muscles at SSC, ASC, BRSC and
NSSC levels except at ISSC and OLRSC levels.
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Figure VI:I: Trunk muscle activation during SATCo test in TD children with SCI
Shoulder static control (SSC), Axilla static control (ASC), Inferior scapula static
control (ISSCI), Over lower ribs static control (OLRSC), Below ribs static control
(BRSC), Pelvis static control (PSC) and No support static control (NSSC).
Activation Figure of the trunk muscles during the segmental assessment of trunk
control testing. Overall activation of the trunk muscles, rectus abdominous,
external oblique, thoracic paraspinal and lumbar paraspinal (microvolts) is plotted
against different levels of trunk support during SATCo test. Electromyography
amplitude (µV) from various trunk muscles calculated as the root mean square
(RMS) values is plotted between non-injured (NI) and children with SCI with their
age-matched group i.e. preschool and school-age. For school-age groups, no
significant differences were recorded for SSC (p=.53). ASC (p=.22), ISSC (p=.59)
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OLRSC (p=.49), BRSC (p=.09), PSC (p=.06), NSSC (p=.11) levels. The values
are represented as a mean ± standard deviation. In preschool group, at OLRSC
level, children with SCI showed significantly lower (p=.01) muscle activations
compared to TD children in same age group.
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Figure VI:II: Trunk muscle activation during SSC in TD children with SCI
Rectus abdominus (RA), external oblique (OB), paraspinal at thoracic level (PST)
and paraspinal at lumbar level (PSL).
Electromyography amplitude from various trunk muscles calculated as the root
mean square (RMS) values in microvolts is plotted on the y-axis. RMS values of
rectus abdominis (RA), external oblique (OB), paraspinal at thoracic (PST) and
lumbar levels (PSL) calculated during testing at shoulder static control level of
segmental assessment of trunk control test (SATCo) between non-injured (NI)
and children with SCI with their age-matched group. For the preschool group, no
significant differences were observed for RA (p=.31), PST (p=.21), OB (p=.59),
and PSL (p=.96) muscles activation. Similarly, for the school-Age group, no
significant differences were recorded for RA (p=.56), PST (p=.90), OB (p=.92)
and PSL (p=.51) muscles activation at shoulder static level of support (SSC). The
values are represented as a mean ± standard deviation.
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Figure VI:III: Trunk muscle activation during ASC in TD children with SCI
Rectus abdominus (RA), external oblique (OB), paraspinal at thoracic level (PST)
and paraspinal at lumbar level (PSL).
Electromyography amplitude from rectus abdominis (RA), external oblique (OB),
paraspinal at thoracic (PST) and lumbar levels (PSL) calculated during testing at
Axilla static control level of segmental assessment of trunk control test (SATCo)
between non-injured (NI) and children with SCI with their age-matched group.
For the preschool group, no significant differences were observed for RA (p=.28),
PST (p=.15), OB (p=.32), and PSL (p=.28) muscles activation. Similarly, for the
school-age group, no significant differences were recorded for RA (p=.52), PST
(p=.90) and OB (p=.47) muscles activation at axilla static control. However, PSL
(p=.04) muscles activation was significantly lower in school-age SCI group
compared to TD children in same age group. The values are represented as a
mean ± standard deviation.
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Figure VI:IV: Trunk muscle activation during ISSC in TD children with SCI
Rectus abdominus (RA), external oblique (OB), paraspinal at thoracic level (PST)
and paraspinal at lumbar level (PSL).
Electromyography amplitude from rectus abdominis (RA), external oblique (OB),
paraspinal at thoracic (PST) and lumbar levels (PSL) calculated during testing at
Inferior scapula static control level of segmental assessment of trunk control test
(SATCo) between non-injured (NI) and children with SCI with their age-matched
group. For the preschool group, no significant differences were observed for RA
(p=.09), OB (p=.32), and PSL (p=.29) muscles activation. However, PST (p=.02)
muscles activation was significantly lower in preschool SCI group. For the
school-age group, no significant differences were recorded for RA (p=.26), PST
(p=.87), OB (p=.75) and PSL (p=.06) muscle activation at Inferior scapula static
control. The values are represented as a mean ± standard deviation.
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Over lower ribs static control (OLRSC)
In the preschool age group, no significant differences were observed between NI
and children with SCI for RA (p=.15), PST (p=.13), OB (p=.63), and PSL (p=.56)
muscles activation. Similarly, for School-Age group, no significant differences
were observed for RA (p=.19), PST (p=.90), OB (p=.45) and PSL (p=.12)
muscles activation at over lower ribs static level of support.

Below ribs static control (BRSC)
For the preschool group, no significant differences were recorded between NI
and children with SCI for RA (p=.51), PST (p=.16), OB (p=.28), and PSL (p=.98)
muscle activation. Similarly, for School-age group, there were no significant
differences between the two groups for activation of RA (p=.32), PST (p=.20), OB
(p=.85) and PSL (p=.29) muscles at below ribs level.
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Figure VI:V: Trunk muscle activation during PSC in TD children with SCI
Rectus abdominus (RA), external oblique (OB), paraspinal at thoracic level (PST)
and paraspinal at lumbar level (PSL).
Electromyography amplitude from rectus abdominis (RA), external oblique (OB),
paraspinal at thoracic (PST) and lumbar levels (PSL) calculated during testing at
pelvis static control level of segmental assessment of trunk control test (SATCo)
between non-injured (NI) or typically developing (TD) and children with SCI with
age-matched group. For the preschool group, no significant differences were
observed for RA (p=.91), OB (p=.32), PSL (p=.61) and PST (p=.98) muscles
activation between TD and SCI. Similarly, for the school-age group, no significant
differences were recorded between NI and SCI groups for RA (p=.90), PST
(p=.06), OB (p=.48) and PSL (p=.13) muscle activation at pelvis static control
level. The values are represented as a mean ± standard deviation.
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No support static control
For the preschool group, no significant differences were observed for RA (p=.69),
PST (p=.10), OB (p=.13), and PSL (p=.79) muscles activation. Similarly, for
School-Age group, no significant differences were recorded for RA (p=.57), OB
(p=.56) and PSL (p=.27) muscle activation at SSC level of support. However,
only PST (p=.01), muscle activation was significantly higher in school-age
children with SCI compared to TD children in same age group.
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Figure VI:VI: Trunk muscle activation during SATCo test in children with SCI
Electromyography amplitude from combined trunk muscles, i.e. rectus
abdominous (RA), external oblique (OB) thoracic (PST) and lumbar paraspinal
(PSL) are plotted for each SATCo level between children with low and high levels
of SCI. There were significant differences between the children with higher levels
of SCI and those with lower levels of SCI for shoulder static control (SSC) (p=.01)
and axilla static control (ASC) (p=.03) level of support, i.e. children with lower
levels of SCI produced higher activation of trunk muscles than children with
higher levels of SCI. However, no significant differences were reported for rest of
the SATCo levels with inferior scapula static control (ISSC) (p=.11), Over lower
ribs static control (OLRSC) (p=.06), below ribs static control (BRSC) (p=.07),
pelvis static control (PSC) (p=.31), and no support static control (NSSC) (p=.34)
between children with higher and lower levels of SCI. The values are represented
as a mean ± standard deviation.
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Figure VI:VII: Trunk muscle activation during SATCo in children with SCI
Shoulder static control (SSC), Axilla static control (ASC), Inferior scapula static
control (ISSCI), Over lower ribs static control (OLRSC), Below ribs static control
(BRSC), Pelvis static control (PSC) and No support static control (NSSC).
Electromyography amplitude of only lumbar segment muscles (RA, OB, and
PSL) are plotted for each SATCo level for children with SCI between preschool
and school age. Preschool children with SCI had higher activation in lumbar
muscles for all levels of SATCo support compared to school age children with
SCI. Trunk muscles activation was significantly higher at shoulder (SSC) (p=.04)
axilla (ASC) (p=.005), below ribs (BRSC) (p=.07), pelvis (PSC) (p=.01) and no
support static control (NSSC) (p=.005). However, muscle activation was not
significantly different between preschool and school-age SCI children for inferior
scapula (ISSC) (p=.32) and over lower ribs static control (OLRSC) (p=.49). The
values are represented as a mean ± standard deviation
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Figure VI:VIII: Trunk muscle activation during SATCo in children with SCI
Electromyography amplitude of only lumbar segment muscles (RA, OB, and
PSL) are plotted for each SATCo level between children with lower and higher
levels of SCI. Children with lower levels of SCI had significantly higher activation
of lumbar trunk muscles at shoulder (SSC) (p=.01), axilla (ASC) (p=.006), below
ribs (BRSC) (p=.03) pelvis (PSC) (p=.05) and no support static control (NSSC)
(p=.005) levels of SATCo support than compared to children with higher levels of
SCI. However, muscle activation was not significantly different between the two
groups for inferior scapula (ISSC) (p=.11) and over lower ribs static control
(OLRSC) (p=.31). The values are represented as a mean ± standard deviation.
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Discussion
For this part of the study, we examined sEMG amplitude signals from
different trunk muscles during SATCo test between TD children (NI) and children
with SCI to their age-matched counterpart i.e. preschool and school-age. We
found no significant differences between the two groups for sEMG amplitude for
all SATCo levels, except for over lower ribs static control level, where children in
SCI produced lower activation of trunk muscles compared to TD children in
preschool age group (Figure VI.I).
We also looked at individual muscle activation for each level of SATCo
support, but we found no significant differences between the two groups. Even
though we consistently observed lower activation of trunk muscles in preschool
children with SCI, however, differences were not statistically significant. It is
important to note that not every child with SCI was able to complete the test for
all the SATCo levels so, comparison of muscle activation (sEMG) was done only
if they completed that SATCo level. In other words, the sEMG data from children
with SCI for a specific level of SATCo support was analyzed and compared to TD
children only if they were able to maintain trunk control for that level of SATCo
test. This indicates that SATCo test is reliable for measuring trunk control and is
sensitive to level of lesion as it corresponds to the spinal segment being tested.
Interestingly, when we divided SCI subject into two groups; lower level
and higher levels of SCI, we found that children with lower levels of SCI had
higher activation of trunk muscles for all the SATCo levels, but statistically
significant for only first two levels (Figure V.6). However, when only lumbar
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segment muscles (RA, OB, and PSL) were analyzed, 6 out 7 SATCo levels were
significantly different between children with higher and lower levels of SCI (Figure
VI.VIII). Children with higher levels of SCI had lower muscle activation compared
to children to children with lower levels of SCI, who produced higher activation in
trunk muscles. These results indicate that levels of SCI can have an impact on
trunk motor control outcomes as measured by sEMG during SATCo test.
We also found that age had a significant effect on trunk motor control
outcomes as measured by SATCo test. Preschool children with SCI had
increased activation in lumbar segment muscles (RA, OB, and PSL) compared to
school age children with SCI, who showed decreased muscle activation at the
same region (Figure VI.VII). These results are consistent as observed in
preschool and school age TD children, where younger (preschool) children had
higher activation in trunk muscles than older children, indicative of variability in
postural muscles response associated with age in both children with and without
SCI. This also raises the question of when these postural muscle synergies
emerge in children with SCI and if rehabilitation and training might have a role to
play. This information will also help and guide therapist in evaluating and treating
postural impairments in seated position.
Interestingly, children with SCI showed a consistent higher activation in
thoracic paraspinal muscle for all SATCo levels. A possible explanation for this
could be that children with SCI were compensating for the loss of other postural
muscles needed to maintain static trunk control. Postural tone in trunk muscles is
considered as the major mechanism in supporting the body against force of
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gravity therefore, baseline tonic activation of paraspinal muscles is necessary to
maintain seated upright position. In a study investigating muscle activation before
a seated researching task in adults reported a significant baseline tonic muscle
activation in lumbar, thoracic and cervical paraspinal muscles during steady
seated state. This indicates the importance of tonic activation of paraspinal
muscles in maintaining steady seated trunk control.
The present findings of this study strengthen the concept of
altered/impaired postural control in children with SCI.
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&+$37(59,,RESPIRATORY MOTOR CONTROL IN CHILDREN WITH
63,1$/CORD ,1-85<


,ntroduction

The imbalance between respiratory muscle load and capacity can lead to
respiratory insufficiency. Children with neuromuscular disorders develop
respiratory insufficiency due to paralysis and or weakness of muscles associated
with respiration. Higher cervical and upper thoracic injury disrupts the function of
diaphragm, intercostal, abdominal and accessory muscles of respiration (Finkel,
Weiner, Mayer, McDonough, & Panitch, 2014; Nicot et al., 2006; Schilero et al.,
2009). Paralysis or spasticity following SCI can cause a reduction in lung
volumes and weak or inability to a cough. This further results in accumulation of
bronchial secretions, mucus retention, atelectasis, pulmonary infections which
results in significant morbidity and mortality (Schilero et al., 2009; Terson de
Paleville & Lorenz, 2015; Warren et al., 2014).
SCI in children can have severe consequences compared to SCI in adults
because children are still undergoing motor development. The rib cage in
children lacks the mechanical efficiency, as is it more circular than elliptical like in
adults. Due to the position of ribs at a right angle to the vertebral column, children
have limited ability to expand their ribs during inspiration with less tidal volume
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(De Troyer, Estenne, & Vincken, 1986; De Troyer & Heilporn, 1980). Children
also have inherent higher compliance of chest wall relative to lung compliance,
which predisposes to have low functional residual volume.
During the process of growth and development, there is a progressive
increase in the size of respiratory muscles, changes in fiber type composition,
fiber size and oxidative capacity of the diaphragm muscle. Also, children have
less fatigue resistance Type-I fibers, but a higher proportion of Type-IIc fatigue
susceptible fibers, therefore, in children diaphragm muscle is prone to early
fatigue than in adults (Leung et al., 2012). Pneumonia is the leading respiratory
complications in children and adults with SCI (Claxton et al., 1998; Estenne &
Gorini, 1992; Fishburn et al., 1990; Jackson & Groomes, 1994; Schilero et al.,
2009).
Neuromuscular scoliosis is another complication that results in children
after SCI. There is almost 100% chance that a child will develop scoliosis if they
get injured before the age of 10 years. Neuromuscular scoliosis further
decreases the mechanical efficiency of the chest wall thereby reducing lung
functions (Mulcahey et al., 2013; Zaba, 2002, 2003a, 2003b). As these children
continue to develop and attain maturity, there occur dynamic changes in their
musculo-skeletal system simultaneously affecting lung volumes and static mouth
pressures. Therefore, children with SCI are particularly at high risk for developing
respiratory complications and it becomes crucial that these patients are
evaluated for respiratory function as early and as frequently as possible.
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Pulmonary function testing including, PEmax and PImax are important tools
that are used in the clinic to diagnose, assess and manage respiratory diseases,
both in adults and children. However, these assessments do not provide
information about the underlying neural drive to the respiratory motor system.
Evaluation of respiratory functions in conjunction with recording sEMG signals
from respiratory muscles will enable us to understand the involvement of the
different respiratory muscles and severity of muscle weakness. The aim of this
part of the study is to evaluate respiratory motor functions in children with SCI
and compare their results to TD children. We hypothesized that children with SCI
would produce lower lung volumes and airway pressures associated with lower
activation of respiratory muscles when compared to age matched TD children.

Methods
A total of 14 TD children and 12 children with SCI completed the
respiratory motor control testing with 5 and 6 children in preschool TD and SCI
group, respectively. In the school-age group, we had 9 children in TD and 6 in
SCI group. Demographics and respiratory measurements of children in TD and
SCI groups are listed in table VI.I&II and VII.I&II, respectively. First, children in
both groups were asked to perform standard pulmonary function testing (FVC,
FEV1). After spirometry, subjects were tested for maximum expiratory (PE max)
and inspiratory airway pressure (PImax) maneuvers while we simultaneously
recorded surface electromyography from upper trapezius, pectoralis major,
external intercostal, rectus abdominous, external oblique, paraspinal at thoracic
and lumbar region.
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Results
Pulmonary function outcomes were significantly decreased in both, the
preschool and school age children with SCI when compared to their agematched NI children: FVC, FEV1, PEmax and PImax (except FVC, FEV1 PImax in
preschool children with SCI) (Figure VII.I-VIII). SCI children in the school age
group produced significantly lower values of FVC and FEV1 when compared to
NI children in the same age group. However, no significant differences were
found between NI and SCI children in the preschool group for FVC values, but
FEV1 values were significantly decreased in preschool children with SCI.
Children with SCI (both age groups) showed absent or decreased RA & OB
muscles activation during expiratory airway pressure maneuver (PEmax) when
compared to age-matched NI children (Figure VII.VII.B).
Children with SCI in the school-age group also showed significantly higher
activation of UT & PEC muscles (above the spinal lesion) during PEmax when
compared to NI children in same age group. No significant differences in muscle
activation were recorded between children with SCI and NI children (except
higher activation in UT muscle in school age group) during PImax maneuver
(Figure VII.VIIIB).
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Table VII-I: Preschool-Age- Children with Spinal Cord Injury for Respiratory Motor Control Assessment

Subject

Age

Gender

Height

Weight

PEmax

PImax

(cm)

(Kgs)

(cmH20)

(cmH20)

FVC

FEV1

(Liters)

(Liters)

FVC%P

108

Level

Time since
injury
(months)

109

T2

50

50

54

C5

30

0.68

78

66

T2

11

1

1

103

105

C5

58

-41

0.8

0.71

103

98

T2

28

58

-54

1.5

1.2

128

122

T12

17

31±11

-36±13

0.8±0.3

0.7±0.2

94±24

92±24

NA

32±16

(ID)

(years)

P3

4

M

97

14

30

-28

0.59

0.59

103

P7

4

F

114

20

13

-19

0.59

0.58

P8

4

F

112

28

25

-29

0.75

P9

5

F

114

23

30

-46

P14

5

M

101

15

31

P16

5

M

109

19

Mean & SD

4±0.5

3F,3M

107±6

19±4

FEV1%P

Injury

Table VII-II: School-Age- Children with Spinal Cord Injury for Respiratory Motor Control Assessment

Subject

Age

Gender

Height

Weight

PEmax

PImax

(cm)

(Kgs)

(cmH20)

(cmH20)

FVC

FEV1

(Liters)

(Liters)

FVC%P

109

Level

Time since
injury
(months)

101

T3

7

149

127

C8

73

1.5

106

109

T2B

41

1.7

1.5

63

67

T1

69

-69

1.4

1.2

59

61

C5

113

48

-29

2

1.8

95

101

C5

129

47±17

-47±21

1.5±0.3

1.3±0.2

95±29

94±23

NA

72±41

(ID)

(years)

P13

6

M

118

21

34

-18

1.4

1.3

100

P4

6

F

101

14

28

-40

0.93

0.84

P6

7

M

124

24

34

-46

1.7

P1

9

M

148

31

65

-81

P10

9

M

141

30

76

P5

10

F

137

32

Mean & SD

7±1

2F,4M

128±15

25±6

FEV1%P

Injury

Preschool

School-age

r= 0.72

Figure VII:I: FVC in children with SCI
Correlation between Forced Expiratory Volume in one second (liters) and age
(years) in children with SCI. The correlation between age and FVC was weaker
in children with SCI (r=.72).
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Preschool

School-age

r=.94
r=.74

Figure VII:II: FVC in TD and children with SCI
Correlation between Forced Vital There was a linear relationship between FVC
and age for children in TD group (r=.92). However, this correlation was weaker in
children with SCI group (r=.74).

111

p=.0001
r=.72
r=.92

p=.37
r=.49
r=.92

Figure VII:III: FVC in TD and in children with SCI
Correlation between Forced Vital Capacity (liters) and age (years) between noninjured and children with SCI age matched. A significant difference was observed
between school-age NI and school age SCI groups (p=.0001) i.e. NI children in
school age group produced an increased volume of air (FVC) than children with
SCI in same age group. No significant differences were found between NI and
SCI children in the preschool group (p=0.37). There was a linear relationship
between FVC and age for children in both the preschool (r=.92) and school age
children (r=.92). However, this correlation was weaker in preschool children with
SCI (r=.49), whereas school age children with SCI showed a moderately strong
relationship (r=.72) between age and FVC.
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Preschool

School-age

r= 0.7

Figure VII:IV: FEV1 in children with SCI
Correlation between Forced Expiratory Volume in one second (liters) and age
(years) age (years) in children with SCI. The correlation was weaker in children
with SCI (r=.70).

113

Preschool

School-age

r=.82
r=.77

Figure VII:V: FEV1 in children with SCI
Correlation between Forced Expiratory Volume in one second (liters) and age
(years) between TD and children with SCI as two groups. There was a linear
relationship between FEV1 and age for children in TD group (r=.82) However, this
correlation was weaker in children with SCI group (r=.77).
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p=.17
r=.51
r=.94

p=.002
r=.75
r=.65

Figure VII:VI: FEV1 in TD and in children with SCI
Correlation between Forced Expiratory Volume in one second (liters) and age
(years) between non-injured and children with SCI age matched. A significant
difference was observed between School-age NI and school age- SCI groups
(p=.002) i.e. NI children in school age group produced an increased volume of air
in one second (FEV1) than children with SCI in same age group. No significant
differences were found between NI and SCI children in preschool group (p=0.17).
There was a linear relationship between FEV1 and age for children in both the
preschool (r=.94) and school age children (r=.65). However, this correlation was
weaker in preschool children with SCI (r=.51), whereas school age children with
SCI showed a strong relationship (r=.75) between age and FEV1.
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A

B

116

Figure VII:VII: A. PEmax and muscle activation in TD and in children with SCI
Maximum expiratory airway pressure (PEmax) between NI and SCI groups-age matched i.e. preschool and schoolage. In preschool age, NI children produced significantly increased PEmax airway pressure when compared to
children with SCI (p=.005). In a school-age group, NI children produced significantly increased PEmax airway
pressure compared to children with SCI (p=.0003) in same age group. B. Electromyography amplitude of
respiratory muscles during the expiratory phase of PEmax between NI and children with SCI for preschool and
school age groups. In preschool age group, rectus abdominis (RA) and external oblique (OB) muscles activity
were significantly increased in NI children than children with SCI (p=.006) (p=.003), respectively. However, no

significant differences were observed for upper trapezius (UT) (p=.71), external intercostal (INT) (p=.09), pectoralis
major (PEC) (p=.43), lumbar paraspinal (PSL) (p=.15), thoracic paraspinal (PST) (p=.80) muscles activations. In a
school-age group, rectus abdominis (RA) and external oblique (OB) muscles activity were significantly increased in
NI children than children with SCI (p=.03) (p=.02), respectively. However, children with SCI showed significantly
increased activation in upper trapezius (UT) (p=.0005) and pectoralis major (PEC) (p=.008) than NI children. No
significant differences were observed for intercostal (INT) (p=.49), lumbar paraspinal (PSL) (p=.45), and thoracic
paraspinal PST (p=.52) muscles.
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A

B

118

Figure VII:VIII: A. PImax and muscle activation in TD and children with SCI
Maximum inspiratory airway pressure (PImax) between NI and SCI groups-age matched i.e. preschool and schoolage. In preschool age, children with SCI produced significantly increased PImax airway pressure than NI children
(p=.01). In school-age group too, children with SCI produced significantly increased PImax airway pressure than NI
children (p=.01). B. Electromyography amplitude of respiratory muscles during the inspiratory phase of PImax
between NI and children with SCI for preschool and school age groups. In preschool age group, no significant
differences were found between NI and children with SCI for any muscle i.e. INT (p=.06), OB (p=.45), PEC (p=.12),
PSL (p=.12), PST (p=.86), RA (p=.91), UT (p=.63). In a school-age group, only UT muscle activation was

significantly increased in children with SCI than NI children (p=.001). No significant differences were observed for
any other muscle. INT (p=.83), OB (p=.52), PEC (p=.45), PSL (p=.91), PST (p=.59), RA (p=.54).
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Discussion
The most common abnormality reported in patients with respiratory
muscle weakness is the reduction in vital capacity. Reduction in vital capacity is
caused by weakness of both the inspiratory and expiratory muscles.
Neuromuscular disorders are characterized by reduced lung volumes and
respiratory muscle weakness (American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory,
2002; Inal-Ince et al., 2009). We reported a significant reduction in FVC and
FEV1 in school-age children with SCI compared to their age-matched non-injured
children. PEmax values obtained were significantly impaired in both, preschool and
school-age children with SCI compared to their age-matched NI children. FVC,
FEV1 & PEmax are forced expiratory maneuvers, which require activation of
abdominal muscles.
Injury to the spinal cord at or above thoracic segment results in paralysis
of these expiratory muscles, resulting in decreased volume of FVC & FEV1 and
airway pressure during PEmax. In contrast, the parameter related to inspiratory
function, PImax, was higher in children with SCI than NI children for both groups.
This higher value of PImax in children with SCI is likely due to the preservation of
diaphragm muscle innervation.
Primary function of muscles is to contract and generate force. In the
respiratory system, the force generated by respiratory muscles is estimated as
airway pressure and contraction (shortening) as a change in lung volume or
displacement of structures within chest wall (American Thoracic
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Society/European Respiratory, 2002). Measurement of maximum static
expiratory (PEmax) and inspiratory pressures (PImax) are a simple way to measure
expiratory and inspiratory muscle strength, respectively. Reduced PEmax
suggests severe weakness of expiratory muscles (RA &OB), which are also
involved in forced expiration during coughing and sneezing.
Results from this study confirmed the involvement/weakness of the
expiratory muscles in children with SCI. Activation of rectus abdominous and
external oblique in children with SCI was significantly reduced during PEmax
maneuver. School-age children with SCI also exhibited higher activation of upper
trapezius during PEmax and PImax and pectoralis muscles during PEmax maneuver.
Both these muscles have higher innervation, suggesting greater recruitment of
spared muscles above the level of the spinal injury to compensate for increased
respiratory demands. However higher activation of these accessory muscles (UT
& PEC) in children with SCI did not result in higher PEmax air pressure compares
to children in NI group.
Measurement of respiratory function in children with neuromuscular
disorders has been recommended by ATS and it serves as a useful marker to
assess the severity of disease and its prognosis over time. Our study indicates
that not only these functions can be measured in TD children as young as 3
years, but also in children with SCI. However, further studies with a larger sample
size need to be conducted to examine additional information in terms of sEMG
changes in respiratory muscles after SCI, effect of level and severity of injury on
the development of respiratory motor control.
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Poor trunk control is a characteristic feature among children, adolescent
and adults with neuromuscular disorders. Children with SCI also exhibit similar
impairment in trunk control, which results in inability to sit and ambulate, as
development of trunk control is an important prerequisite to develop independent
sitting balance. Adults with higher cervical and thoracic SCI lack adequate trunk
control to achieve functional independent sitting balance to be able to perform
motor skill or ADLs. However, children who suffered SCI at early an age have not
even develop that sitting balance to learn motor skills like, reaching, walking, and
dressing.
In this dissertation, we assessed the segmental contribution to trunk
control in TD children and compared it to children with SCI. Assessment of sitting
trunk control in TD children provides valuable information, which help us to
understand the impairment of trunk control in children with SCI. We measured
sitting trunk control by using SATCo test and simultaneously recorded sEMG
signals to measure activation of trunk muscles at each segmental level. We
found that development of trunk control in TD children depends on age with
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children in older age group producing more efficient and adult like pattern of
muscle activations during steady state seated position. Children in preschool
(younger) group showed higher activation of trunk muscles with higher variability
in muscle activation for different SATCo levels. This could be due to selection of
less efficient muscle activation pattern by children in younger group. Therefore,
with development, children start to use more efficient patterns with specific
muscle responses (Hadders-Algra, 2010). These results are in support of
neuronal group selection theory, which suggests that children in their early ages
show high variability in motor response and with development; this variability is
reduced as they increase their control over movements to generate more efficient
motor responses.
Activation of paraspinal muscles along with sensory information about the
position and movement of the body in space is necessary for the maintaining an
upright sitting and standing posture. TD children in both groups, preschool and
school age showed tonic activation in thoracic and lumbar paraspinal muscles.
This indicates the muscle activation necessary to maintain spine stability in a
neutral position and is critical in providing mechanical stability to the spine during
sitting upright position. However, children with SCI higher activation in thoracic
paraspinal with lower or no activation in lumbar paraspinal muscles.
Previous research in adults with SCI has shown that these subjects, due
to impaired trunk control, compensate for the loss of postural muscle function
using altered muscle synergies. SCI at higher thoracic level results in instability
of the pelvis and lower part of the spine and to compensate for this instability,
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persons with SCI adopts alternative strategies for trunk control by recruiting nonpostural muscles (Cholewicki, 1997).
In our study, we found that children with SCI showed no significant
differences in muscle activation when compared to children in TD. However, not
every child with SCI was able to complete the test for all the SATCo levels so,
muscle activation (sEMG) data compared only if they completed that SATCo
level. In other words, the sEMG data from children with SCI for a specific level of
SATCo support was analyzed and compared to TD children only if they were
able to maintain static trunk control for that level of SATCo test. This suggests
that SATCo test is reliable for measuring trunk control and is sensitive to the
spinal segment being tested.
When we divided the SCI group into higher and lower levels of SCI, we
found significant differences between the two groups. Children with higher SCI
had significantly decreased activation in muscles of lumbar segments (RA, OB &
PSL) compared to children with low SCI. Multisegmental fibers of the Erector
spinae (ES) in the thoracic region, were recruited to maintain sitting upright
posture in children with higher levels of SCI, whereas children with lower levels of
SCI, due to spared innervation, used both ES at thoracic and lumbar level
(Potten et al., 1999). It is also interesting to note that children who get injured at
an early age are at higher risk of developing neuromuscular scoliosis (Mulcahey
et al., 2013; S. Parent et al., 2011), which further leads to impaired trunk control
due to imbalance between trunk muscles. Assessment of segmental deficit in
children with SCI would help in designing trunk-targeted therapies; it could guide
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seating adaptations, devices with proper alignment and support and will allow
gradual progression in posture control.
Trunk muscles have dual function: they are recruited during respiration
and to maintain posture. In other terms, respiration and posture are linked.
Diaphragm and abdominal muscles increase postural response with increase in
postural demand. In non-injured adults, muscles of respiration compensate
proportionately to the respiratory load. However, in patients suffering from
neuromuscular diseases like SCI, ventilation is compromised, as respiratory
muscles are unable to fully overcome the resistance associated with respiration.
Therefore, impaired trunk control in children with SCI can also lead to impaired
breathing.
In children, SCI can hamper the normal development of the trunk and
respiratory muscles and can potentially lead to severe respiratory insufficiency.
Understandably, respiratory complications are the leading causes of death
among children with SCI. Symptoms of respiratory insufficiency are highly
correlated with level and severity of the spinal lesion. Injury at higher cervical and
thoracic cord levels cause paralysis of muscles of respiration, which increase the
workload of breathing. Considering the importance of respiratory morbidity and
mortality, diagnosis of respiratory muscle weakness becomes crucial.
We evaluated spirometric lung function in children with SCI and compared
them to their age-matched NI counterparts. We found that school-age children
with SCI had decreased lung capacity (FVC) and volume (FEV1) compared to
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their age-matched NI. However, preschool children with SCI were not
significantly different from their NI counterparts. To assess respiratory motor
functions, first, we measured PEmax and PImax along with sEMG amplitude
between preschool and school-age NI children. Older children produced
increased airway pressure (PEmax &PImax) than children in the preschool group.
However, muscle activation between the groups was not significantly different.
Children with SCI produced decreased PEmax pressure with decreased or
no activation in abdominal muscles (RA & OB). In non-injured subjects, these
muscles are also used during forced expiratory maneuvers like a cough. Weak or
paralyzed abdominal muscles results in a weak or an inadequate cough, leading
to impaired secretion clearance, atelectasis, pneumonia and other respiratory
complications (Fauroux et al., 2015; Inal-Ince et al., 2009; Khirani et al., 2014).
However, PImax was significantly higher in children with SCI than compared to
their NI counterpart. This higher value of PImax in children with SCI is likely due to
the preservation of diaphragm innervation.
Understanding the relationship between posture and respiratory is critical
in planning effective treatment strategies to prevent further complications in
children with SCI. It is well established that every muscle of the trunk participates
in both, maintaining posture and respiration. Therefore, if respiratory function is
compromised, the posture control maintained by trunk muscles will also be
compromised. Our study suggested that both, trunk and respiratory functions are
impaired in children with SCI. Therefore, early evaluation of these functions will
help to design better treatment plans. There is a need for further studies to
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identify or evaluate the effectiveness of trunk targeted therapies or postural
control at specific segmental level. Many clinically relevant questions could be
explored; can posture and respiratory functions be improved in children with
SCI? What are different strategies to improve posture and respiratory control in
children with SCI. In addition, sEMG studies will also help in understanding the
underlying neural mechanisms of posture and respiratory and how does
development impact these motor controls in children with SCI.
This dissertation offers potential to study these parameters that can lead
to designing therapies and better prognosis for children with SCI.
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APPENDIX:
ABBREVIATIONS

TD- Typical developing
SCI- Spinal cord injury
SATCo- Segmental assessment of trunk control
SSC-Shoulder static control
ASC- Axilla static control
ISSC- Inferior scapula static control
OLRSC- Over lower ribs static control
BRSC- Below ribs static control
PSC- Pelvic static control
NSSC- No support static control
sEMG- Surface electromyography
ADLs- Activities of daily living
TMC- Trunk motor control
RMC- Respiratory motor control
RMCA- Respiratory motor control assessment
FVC- Forced Vital Capacity
FEV1- Forced Expiratory Volume in one second
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